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LES FAITS
Du 8 septembre au 6 octobre 2008, les auditeurs de CKIX-FM (99,1 Hits FM, St. John’s
(Terre-Neuve)) étaient invités à participer à un concours baptisé « le 9 disparu ». Un
mystérieux « enleveur » aurait kidnappé un des chiffres du nom populaire de la station,
lequel se fondait sur la fréquence qui lui avait été allouée. Les auditeurs devaient
écouter chaque jour pour obtenir des indices afin de deviner où se trouvait le 9 disparu.
La station a annoncé qu’il s’agissait d’un véritable objet physique ayant la forme du
chiffre et qui était caché quelque part dans les environs. Les auditeurs étaient
encouragés à prendre part à cette mini-chasse au trésor en parcourant la ville pour
trouver cet objet. Le gagnant, soit la personne qui le trouverait et l’apporterait à la
station, aurait droit à un prix de 10 000 $.
La station s’est donc appelée par le nom abrégé « 9,1 Hits FM » pendant la durée du
concours. Toujours pour renforcer l’idée du concours, le soi-disant enleveur « piratait »
le signal de la station cinq fois par jour et « interrompait » la programmation normale
pendant quelques minutes pour diffuser les indices du jour, lesquels étaient également
affichés sur le site Web de la station (les indices qu’un des plaignants a fournis par écrit
au CCNR se trouvent à l’Annexe A en anglais seulement).
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Voici un exemple d’une des annonces diffusée par cet enleveur le 3 octobre (la
transcription des quatre autres annonces donnant des indices ce jour-là, de même que
toutes les autres transcriptions pertinentes se trouvent à l’Annexe B en anglais
seulement) :
[traduction]
Tiens, tiens, tiens, mes auditeurs se tiennent toujours à l’écoute. Voilà une autre semaine
d’écoulée et vous n’en savez toujours pas plus. Je commence à perdre patience, alors
préparez-vous parce que le 9 va sortir de sa cachette. Espérons que vous ayez fait
attention à ce que je vous ai dit, car tout ce que je vous ai dit est ultra-important. Vous
verrez. Vous verrez tous bientôt. Si vous n’arrivez pas à le trouver bientôt, et bien [il
ricane] je ne compte pas jouer ce jeu éternellement, alors vous avez intérêt à le trouver
très bientôt. Entre-temps, songez à ceci pendant la fin de semaine. Rapprochez-vous de
votre radio et écoutez attentivement. Le 9 n’est pas chanceux. Et vous ne l’êtes pas non
plus. À la prochaine.

Outre les annonces faites par l’enleveur, les animateurs de Hits FM ont également
présenté des messages promotionnels pour rappeler le concours aux auditeurs,
mentionné le concours dans leurs séquences parlées pendant la journée et se sont
parfois entretenus avec des auditeurs qui ont appelé pour leur dire comment ils
s’avançaient dans leur recherche du 9.
Le concours s’est terminé le 6 octobre quand un homme a trouvé le 9 disparu dans une
boîte qui était sur la plateforme d’une camionnette garée à l’extérieur du portail d’une
installation d’entreposage libre-service.
Le CCNR a reçu cinq plaintes concernant ce concours. Seuls deux de ces plaignants
ont indiqué des dates de diffusion précises qui ont permis au CCNR d’effectuer son
examen (le texte intégral de leur correspondance se trouve à l’Annexe C en anglais
seulement). Les plaignants se sont dits d’avis que le concours était injuste et ont
expliqué davantage leurs préoccupations quant à plusieurs aspects de ce concours. Il y
avait avant tout le fait que le 9 avait été trouvé dans une camionnette qui avait apparu
près de l’installation d’entreposage libre-service que le jour auquel l’objet disparu fut
trouvé. Bien que certains indices aient mené des auditeurs à chercher dans les endroits
près de cette installation les jours précédents, la camionnette dans laquelle le 9 a été
trouvé n’était pas là auparavant. Ils en concluaient donc qu’on n’avait pas été juste
envers ces gens-là puisqu’ils n’ont pas eu la chance de trouver cette camionnette. Ils
s’inquiétaient aussi du fait que le 9 avait été caché dans un véhicule, soit un bien privé
qu’il aurait fallu toucher et fouiller. Les plaignants ont souligné que les maires de St.
John’s et de la ville voisine Mount Pearl avaient publiquement rappelé aux gens de ne
pas commettre d’entrée non autorisée ou d’autre violation de propriété.
Les plaignants ont également déclaré que certains des indices étaient vagues,
trompeurs, répétitifs et contradictoires. Par exemple, un plaignant a cité l’indice
[traductions] « Le 9 ne se voit pas » et a dit que « Cet indice ne servait à absolument
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rien ... C’est l’idée sur laquelle se fonde le concours. » Les deux plaignants ont
également donné en exemple l’indice [traduction] « Le 9 est dans le livre [“book” en
anglais, voulant également dire annuaire téléphonique] ». On a expliqué plus tard qu’on
voulait dire que le 9 se trouvait dans l’annuaire téléphonique, mais les plaignants ont
soutenu que ce renseignement était inutile puisque presque tous les commerces
figurent dans l’annuaire téléphonique.
L’indice le plus controversé était peut-être [traduction] « Le 9 n’est pas dans le
véhicule. » Les plaignants ont soutenu que le 9 était décidément dans un véhicule,
étant donné qu’il était dans une boîte sur la plateforme d’une camionnette dont les
panneaux latéraux étaient levés. Quant à elle, la station a maintenu que l’indice voulait
dire que le 9 n’était pas dans la cabine de la camionnette, mais plutôt sur la plateforme.
Un des plaignants s’inquiétait également de certains événements entourant ce
concours qui se sont produits hors des ondes. Il a dit qu’il soupçonnait que le gagnant
éventuel savait où se trouvait le 9 et était partie à cette [traduction] « escroquerie »,
parce qu’il travaillait au commerce situé à côté de l’installation d’entreposage libreservice et ne semblait pas excité lorsqu’il a trouvé le 9. Il a également demandé
pourquoi le gagnant a d’abord dit que la camionnette était une [traductions]
« camionnette abandonnée » lors d’une entrevue suivant sa découverte du 9, puis a
ensuite dit simplement « une petite camionnette grise ». Le plaignant a de plus indiqué
ce qui suit dans sa plainte : [traduction] « À mon avis, le 9 disparu se trouvait au studio
de VOCM [CKIX-FM] du jour où le concours a été lancé au matin du 6 octobre, et tous
les employés de Hits FM, de [l’installation d’entreposage], de Steele Communications
[la société mère de la station] et [le gagnant du concours] savaient où il était et où il
allait être. »
Ce même plaignant a soutenu qu’un vidéoclip disponible sur le site Web de la station
montrant l’homme trouvant le 9 représentait mal ce qui s’était passé parce que le clip
avait été modifié pour donner l’impression qu’il était seul au moment même où il l’a
trouvé, alors qu’il y avait en réalité plusieurs personnes un peu partout sur les lieux qui
cherchaient le 9. Le plaignant soupçonnait encore plus que tous les employés de
Hits FM savaient à l’avance où se trouvait le 9 puisque sa découverte a été filmée par
un employé de la station.
Dans une lettre qu’elle a envoyée aux plaignants le 19 novembre et dans une autre
qu’elle a fait parvenir au CCNR le 18 décembre, CKIX-FM a relaté ce qui s’était passé
(le texte intégral de ces lettres se trouve également à l’Annexe C en anglais seulement).
Selon les renseignements dont dispose le Comité, n’importe qui pouvait louer un local
d’entreposage de l’installation d’entreposage libre-service et pour assurer la sécurité
des lieux, seuls ceux ayant un code de passe électronique pouvaient y accéder. CKIXFM a expliqué qu’elle avait mis le 9 dans un local d’entreposage sans le dire à la
direction ou aux employés de l’installation afin d’éviter toute fuite d’information quant à
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son emplacement. Seuls la direction de CKIX-FM et quelques-uns de ses employés ont
été informés, selon le principe du « besoin de savoir », de l’emplacement du chiffre
disparu. Les indices donnés aux auditeurs indiquaient, pas directement bien entendu,
l’adresse de l’installation d’entreposage, le numéro du local d’entreposage et le code de
passe. Il fallait que les auditeurs réunissent l’information glanée pour dépister le 9.
À un moment donné pendant le concours, plusieurs auditeurs ont été amenés à
suspecter que l’installation d’entreposage libre-service était fort probablement l’endroit
où se cachait le 9 et ils se sont rendus à cet endroit pour le chercher dans les parages.
Inquiet pour la sécurité et le respect de la confidentialité tant en ce qui concerne son
commerce que ses clients devant cet afflux de gens, le gérant de cette installation a
installé une pancarte « Défense d’entrer » au portail d’entrée pour indiquer que son
installation n’avait rien à voir avec le concours du 9 disparu. Comme nous l’indiquons
plus haut, il ne savait pas du tout que CKIX-FM avait caché le 9 dans un des locaux
d’entreposage de son installation.
Selon les explications données par CKIX-FM, ce développement [traduction] « posait
des défis inattendus » en ce qui concerne l’administration du concours. Il fallait
maintenant que la station [traduction] « place le “9” à l’endroit vers lequel les indices
menaient déjà » tout en veillant à ce que les auditeurs respectent la consigne « défense
d’entrer » de l’installation d’entreposage. Pour solutionner le problème, la direction de la
station a décidé de déménager le 9 juste à l’extérieur de la clôture de l’installation.
À compter du 3 octobre, l’« enleveur » indiquait dans ses annonces sur les ondes que
le 9 [traduction] « va sortir de sa cachette », tâche redoutable pour la station car elle
devait avertir les auditeurs du nouvel endroit légèrement modifié au moyen de
nouveaux indices sans invalider les anciens indices sur lesquels les auditeurs avaient
déjà consacré du temps et de l’effort considérables, sans compter la grande fidélité dont
ils avaient témoigné. La station a dit dans sa lettre qu’elle a décidé de placer le 9 sur la
plateforme ouverte d’une camionnette stationnée [traduction] « pour s’assurer qu’aucun
problème attribuable au vandalisme de la camionnette ou à des dommages qui
pourraient y être causés n’ait lieu, camionnette qui appartenait de toute façon à un
employé de la station. » La camionnette fut stationnée devant l’installation
d’entreposage à 6 h le 6 octobre et le gagnant a trouvé le 9 vers 7 h.
CKIX-FM a également catégoriquement nié que le gagnant savait à l’avance où se
trouvait le 9; il l’a trouvé à l’aide uniquement des renseignements qui avaient été fournis
à tous les auditeurs dans les indices radiodiffusés.
Pour ce qui est du vidéoclip, la station a expliqué que le 6 octobre certains de ses
employés étaient d’avis qu’il y avait de fortes chances que le 9 soit trouvé ce jour-là, car
la station avait donné suffisamment d’indices. On a donc dépêché un employé à un
endroit en face de l’installation d’entreposage pour filmer l’événement le cas échéant.
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Après avoir reçu la lettre du radiodiffuseur, les deux plaignants ont demandé au CCNR
d’enquêter davantage puisqu’ils doutaient toujours du caractère juste du concours, y
compris des indices qu’ils alléguaient être trompeurs. Ils ont exprimé de plus une
nouvelle inquiétude quant à la déclaration de la station selon laquelle l’installation
d’entreposage n’était pas au courant du fait que le 9 avait été caché sur ses lieux.

DÉCISION
Le Comité régional de l’Atlantique a étudié la plainte à la lumière de l’article 12
(Concours et promotions) du Code de déontologie de l’Association canadienne des
radiodiffuseurs (ACR) qui se lit comme suit :
La conception et l’exécution de tous les concours et promotions qui passent à l’antenne
d’une station doivent se faire de façon équitable et légitime. Il faut plus particulièrement
prendre soin qu’ils ne soient pas trompeurs et qu’ils ne risquent pas d’être dangereux ou
de déranger ou perturber le public. Les prix offerts ou les promesses faites doivent être
tels qu’ils sont représentés.

Les membres du Comité décideur ont lu toute la correspondance afférente et ont
écouté les clips radiodiffusés se rapportant au concours du 9 disparu. Le Comité
conclut que CKIX-FM a violé l’article 12.

Éléments hors des ondes
En général, le CCNR se penche uniquement sur les plaintes concernant des questions
portant sur ce qui s’est passé sur les ondes. Comme nous l’indiquons plus haut, dans la
présente affaire certaines des préoccupations soulevées par un des plaignants
concernaient en partie des questions portant sur des éléments hors des ondes, dont
l’exactitude du contenu du vidéoclip affiché sur le site Web de la station montrant le
gagnant qui a trouvé le 9 (était-il seul ou un parmi plusieurs chasseurs de trésor?). Il y
avait aussi la question de savoir qui était au courant de l’emplacement du 9. À cet
égard, le Comité constate seulement le fait que rien ne portait à croire que le gagnant
du concours disposait d’« information secrète ». Les plaignants et le radiodiffuseur ne
se sont pas entendus sur ces faits qui n’étaient d’ailleurs pas au cœur des éléments du
concours présentés sur les ondes, en l’occurrence la diffusion d’indices, de messages
promotionnels et d’autres conversations concernant le concours. Ces questions ne sont
donc pas du ressort du CCNR dans ce cas.
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La conceptualisation du concours
Le CCNR comprend que les concours diffusés sur les ondes ont pour but de susciter
l’intérêt envers la station, tant du point de vue de l’auditoire que des annonceurs. Les
radiodiffuseurs ont pleinement le droit de présenter des concours aussi novateurs,
ingénieux et insolites qu’ils le veulent à condition de respecter les exigences de
l’article 12 du Code de déontologie de l’ACR en ce sens qu’ils soient équitables,
légitimes et tiennent compte de la sécurité du public. Pas surprenant donc qu’il ne soit
pas interdit de tenir un concours « chasse au trésor » du genre présenté par CKIX-FM
dans ce cas-ci. En fait, de nombreuses stations dans diverses villes à travers le Canada
ont tenu ce type de concours à un moment donné. Bien qu’il soit vrai qu’il se peut qu’un
grand nombre de personnes cherchant un objet caché dans les quatre coins d’une ville
cause des problèmes au chapitre de l’entrée non autorisée, de la vie privée et de la
sécurité, tant que les participants se conduisent d’une manière responsable, avec
civilité et agissent dans le respect des lois, il est peu probable que cela mène au danger
ou à la perturbation. Rien dans le Code n’interdit aux stations de présenter ce genre de
concours.
Par conséquent, le Comité de l’Atlantique ne trouve aucune violation du Code quant à
la nature ou à la conceptualisation du concours du 9 disparu tenu par CKIX-FM. Même
un des plaignants a reconnu que [traduction] « ce fut une idée de concours brillante,
mais [il s’inquiétait que] le concours n’a pas été effectué de manière équitable. » En
bout de ligne, il se peut fort bien que les problèmes créés par le concours découlent de
la décision prise à l’origine par la station de cacher le 9 dans un local d’entreposage
inaccessible d’une installation d’entreposage privée, idée que le Comité juge mal
conçue. C’est en fait ce choix qui a entraîné les circonstances qui ont rendu le concours
injuste. Nous abordons ce point plus en détail dans la section intitulée « L’exécution du
concours ».

Les indices
Les deux plaignants étaient plutôt inquiets du fait que plusieurs des indices étaient
vagues et/ou trompeurs. De l’avis du Comité, cela ne devrait aucunement surprendre.
Après tout, l’essence même de ces concours veut que les indices soient cryptiques et,
s’ils sont adroitement élaborés, susceptibles de s’interpréter de plusieurs manières. En
effet, le but même des indices donnés dans le cadre de ce genre de concours est de
faire chercher les gens dans plusieurs directions pour trouver l’objet caché. Il ne s’agit
pas, après tout, d’une simple formule de questions et de réponses : Qui était le premier
Premier Ministre du Canada? Quelle équipe de hockey a remporté le plus de Coupes
Stanley? Et ainsi de suite. Un concours prolongé doit progressivement s’intensifier pour
atteindre un crescendo. Il est fort probable qu’à mesure que les auditeurs suivent le
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chemin indiqué par les indices, le radiodiffuseur fournisse des renseignements de plus
en plus précis jusqu’à ce que la découverte de l’objet brise le suspense.
Il est naturel que les concurrents se sentent parfois frustrés et qu’ils jugent, comme
dans la présente affaire, que plusieurs des indices sont vagues et/ou trompeurs. Par
exemple, un plaignant a soulevé une objection à l’égard de l’indice [traduction] « Quatre
coups pour trouver le 9 ». Il a dit que la plupart des auditeurs en a déduit qu’il s’agissait
d’un terrain de golf, mais la station a expliqué qu’il s’agissait en réalité du fait que
l’adresse municipale de l’installation d’entreposage était « 1111 » (avec chaque « 1 »
représentant un coup de crayon). Il se comprend également que certains indices
s’avèrent plus utiles que d’autres. Et, comme on pourrait s’y attendre, les indices
deviennent graduellement moins nébuleux à mesure qu’avance un concours de ce
genre.
L’indice qui a causé le plus de problèmes et qui a d’ailleurs été signalé le plus souvent
par les plaignants était le suivant : [traduction] « Le 9 n’est pas dans le véhicule »,
puisqu’on l’a effectivement trouvé dans une boîte sous une table cassée sur la
plateforme d’une camionnette dont les panneaux latéraux étaient levés. La station a
expliqué qu’elle a dit que le 9 n’était « pas dans » le véhicule parce qu’il était « sur » la
plateforme plutôt que dans la cabine. Elle voulait souligner que le 9 se trouvait dans un
endroit plus ouvert et accessible que la cabine de la camionnette, puisqu’il aurait fallu
une clef pour l’ouvrir. Le Comité comprend que les plaignants aient soutenu qu’on
utilise souvent la préposition dans quand on veut dire quelque chose qui se trouve sur
la plateforme d’une camionnette, et il comprend également l’argument de la station
selon lequel le 9 n’était pas dans le véhicule. Ce point étant aussi théorique et
discutable qu’il l’est, le Comité ne croit pas qu’une conclusion quelconque de sa part
quant à l’interprétation « exacte » puisse établir qu’il y a eu dérogation au Code. Pour
adapter une vieille analogie, le Comité considère que rien dans le débat entourant cet
indice ne permet d’en venir à une conclusion, pas plus que la question de savoir
combien d’anges peuvent tenir sur la tête d’une épingle. Il n’a pas de commentaires
supplémentaires à faire sur cet indice ou les autres.

L’exécution du concours
Le Comité sympathise dans une certaine mesure avec le radiodiffuseur. Il est d’avis que
CKIX-FM a voulu créer un concours qui saurait plaire à la communauté desservie et
attirer beaucoup d’intérêt de sa part, et de ce point de vue la station a probablement
atteint son but. Cependant, ce n’était pas la fin de l’histoire. Des difficultés, peut-être
causées par la station elle-même, ont intervenu et la question pour le Comité est de
savoir dans quelle mesure la station y a bien (ou mal) réagi. Comme nous l’indiquons
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plus haut, un des plaignants à déclaré que [traduction] « ce fut une idée de concours
brillante, mais le concours n’a pas été effectué de manière équitable. »
De l’avis du Comité, un concours de ce genre est axé sur l’idée qu’en principe l’objet
cherché doit être trouvable dès la diffusion du premier indice, peu probable qu’il soit que
les chercheurs réussissent le premier jour. Après tout, il serait juste de s’attendre que
l’auteur du concours ne révèle des renseignements supplémentaires que graduellement
à l’aide des indices à mesure que le concours se déroule. Somme toute, pour exécuter
et concevoir un concours comme celui-ci de manière juste, il est essentiel a) que les
indices dirigent les concurrents vers l’objet, même si ce n’est que lentement, et b) qu’ils
cadrent avec l’endroit où se trouve l’objet recherché. Et, c’est là que le concours en
cause a mal tourné.
Premièrement, le Comité estime qu’il était mal inspiré, quoique bien intentionné, de la
part de la station de décider de cacher le 9 dans un local d’entreposage fermé à clef
d’une installation d’appartenance privée, comme CKIX-FM l’a elle-même appris à ses
dépens quand cette entreprise a installé sa pancarte « Défense d’entrer ». (Entre
parenthèses, le Comité fait entièrement confiance à l’explication donnée par la station
quand elle a dit que la direction de l’installation d’entreposage ne savait pas du tout où
se trouvait le 9 disparu.)
Puisque les indices menaient de toute évidence les gens du public vers cet endroit-là,
les propriétaires, qui ne savaient pas ou se trouvait alors le 9, ont dû se sentir obligés
d’éloigner les auditeurs de CKIX-FM de leur installation fermée au public. En
conséquence, leur pancarte communiquait spécifiquement que l’installation n’était
aucunement liée au concours lancé par CKIX-FM, ce qui a amené les participants à
croire que le 9 n’y était pas. La station a alors été obligée de modifier son plan en
vitesse et elle a déménagé le 9 du local à l’intérieur de l’installation à un endroit à
l’extérieur du portail fermé à clef. Bien entendu, cette décision était inéquitable envers
ceux et celles qui avaient déjà peiné sur les indices. L’iniquité de la situation fut
davantage exacerbée par le fait que le 9 n’est arrivé à sa dernière cachette, où il n’avait
jamais été situé auparavant, que le matin du 6 octobre. En effet, le public n’a pas
généralement eu accès au 9 dans cet endroit jusqu’à ce que la camionnette arrive sur
les lieux, ce qui signifie que même si les auditeurs avaient fait bien attention aux
indices, ils n’ont pas eu l’occasion de gagner ce concours d’un mois avant ce momentlà.
Il est donc logique qu’un des plaignants ait posé succinctement une question pertinente,
qui est d’ailleurs peut-être la question : [traduction] « Ils prétendent que n’importe qui
aurait pu trouver le 9. Comment aurions-nous pu le faire s’il n’était pas accessible avant
la dernière journée quand ils l’ont changé de place et mis dans un véhicule privé? » Le
Comité est d’accord. Le simple fait est que le 9 n’était pas accessible au public pendant
presque toute la durée du concours. Sans attribuer même un brin de mauvaises
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intentions ou de but malavisé au radiodiffuseur, le Comité conclut qu’en fin de compte
CKIX-FM a mal exécuté le concours. Avait-elle d’autres choix? Aurait-elle dû s’excuser
et recommencer? Y avaient-ils d’autres possibilités novatrices? Il ne revient pas au
Comité d’en décider. Il revenait à la station de régler tout cela à l’époque.
Le Comité considère que le radiodiffuseur a agi en toute bonne foi. Cependant, le
critère imposé par l’article 12 exige que la station conçoive et exécute le concours de
façon équitable et légitime plutôt qu’elle fasse un effort de bonne foi pour atteindre ce
résultat. De l’avis du Comité, CKIX-FM n’a pas atteint cet objectif. Il estime que si
assidûment que les auditeurs aient pu étudier les indices, il ne leur aurait pas été
possible de trouver le 9 disparu avant la dernière journée. Cette situation a rendu le
concours injuste et a donc dérogé à l’article 12 du Code de déontologie de l’ACR.

Réceptivité du radiodiffuseur
Dans toutes les décisions rendues par le CCNR, ses comités évaluent la mesure dans
laquelle le radiodiffuseur s’est montré réceptif envers les plaignants. Bien que la station
ne soit pas obligée de partager l’opinion du (des) plaignant(s), sa réponse expliquant sa
position doit être bien réfléchie, complète et respectueuse. Dans la présente affaire,
CKIX-FM a fourni aux plaignants des renseignements contextuels sur le concours, y
compris la raison pour laquelle elle a été mise au défi de réorienter le concours à michemin pendant la période de promotion. La station a été très franche avec les
plaignants, toute comme elle l’a été avec le CCNR, et a fourni plus de renseignements
qui n’étaient, à proprement parler, exigés afin d’aider le Conseil à évaluer ce concours
fortement publicisé et très en évidence. Quoique les plaignants soient demeurés
insatisfaits du déroulement du concours, le CCNR juge que le radiodiffuseur a
nettement respecté, et même surpassé, ses obligations en matière de réceptivité.

L’ANNONCE DE LA DÉCISION
CKIX-FM est tenue 1) de faire connaître la présente décision selon les conditions
suivantes : une fois pendant les heures de grande écoute dans un délai de trois jours
suivant sa publication et une autre fois pendant les heures de grande écoute dans les
sept jours suivant sa publication, mais pas le même jour que la première annonce
obligatoire; 2) de fournir, dans les quatorze jours suivant les diffusions des deux
annonces, une confirmation écrite de cette diffusion aux plaignants qui ont présenté la
Demande de décision; et 3) d’envoyer au même moment au CCNR copie de cette
confirmation accompagnée du fichier-témoin attestant les diffusions des deux
annonces.
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Le Conseil canadien des normes de la radiotélévision a jugé que CKIXFM (99,1 Hits FM) a violé l’article 12 du Code de déontologie de
l’Association canadienne des radiodiffuseurs. Lors du déroulement de son
concours sur le 9 disparu en septembre et octobre 2008, Hits FM s’est
sentie obligée de changer la cachette du 9 disparu en le déplaçant de
l’intérieur d’une installation d’entreposage privée à la plateforme d’une
camionnette située dans la rue à l’extérieur de cette installation, le résultat
étant que Hits FM n’a pas fait en sorte que les auditeurs puissent accéder
au 9 disparu au même endroit qu’il se trouvait le dernier jour du concours.
La station a donc violé l’article 12 du Code de déontologie de l’ACR,
lequel exige que les concours soient exécutés de façon équitable.

La présente décision devient un document public dès sa publication par le Conseil
canadien des normes de la radiotélévision.

APPENDIX A
CBSC Decision 08/09-0227 & -0229
CKIX-FM re the Missing 9 Contest
The following is the list of clues, followed by the explanations of the clues, that were
apparently posted on CKIX-FM’s (99.1 Hits FM, St. John’s, Newfoundland) website for its
Missing 9 contest held in September-October 2008. These were provided by one of the
complainants.
September 8th
Mark does not have the 9
Paula does not have the 9
David does not have the 9
Jeff does not have the 9
September 9th
Leanne does not have the 9
Jennifer does not have the 9
Randy does not have the 9
Brad does not have the 9
I do not have the 9
September 10th
You can touch the 9
You can feel the 9
You can hold the 9
You can carry the 9
You can sit on the 9
September 11th
The 9 is in the province
This 9 has never been ‘round the bay’
The 9 is in 709
The 9 cannot be seen
The 9 is not at 391
September 12th
The 9 is in the city
The 9 is Miles from home
The 9 is centered
The 9 is in a dark place
The 9 is not in one piece
September 15th
The 9 is black
The 9 can shine
The 9 is white
The 9 is close to gold
You can see much more, when you are face to face with the 9
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September 16th
The 9 is not a 6
The 9 is not in someone’s home
The 9 is not on someone’s home
When you find the ‘9’ you will know it’s ‘THE’ 9
The 9 is not complete
September 17th
The 9 will float
The 9 is not wet
The 9 cannot hear me
You could find the 9 between 8 and 10
The 9 is alone
September 18th
To find the 9 , don’t check the time
The 9 is under something
The 9 is not rocky
The 9 is on something
If your interested in seeing the 9, then look online
September 19th
The 9 is not dirty
The 9 is not underwater
September 22nd
The 9 is not made of wood
The 9 does not stick
The 9 does not hang
The 9 is not underground
The 9 does not move
September 23rd
Roll up to win
247
The 9 can be held in your hand
The 9 is not large
You do not pay for the payoff
September 24th
The 9 is in the book
The 9 is secure
The weather does not affect the 9
The road to the 9 is paved
4 strokes to find the 9
September 25th
Admiral John does not have the 9
The 9 is not in the vehicle
The 9 is not surrounded by other numbers
The 9 is close to home
There are no back doors with the 9
September 26th
Maximum 60
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The 9 is at a convenient location
The 9 is not at the tower
The 9 is in the Avalon
The 9 is not at the course
September 29th
Please use the other door
You must stop before you find the 9
The 9 is a combination of clues
The 9 is not at City Honda
You do not have to climb to find the 9
September 30th
The 9 is not pc
Head west past the gardens
The 9 is not liberal
The 9 is not ndp
Head east past the construction
October 1st
The 9 is over 20 years old
The 9 is not on a sign
You could find the 9 at 9 pm
You could find the 9 at 9 am
The 9 is not buried
October 2
The 9 is not at Mile One Centre
The 9 is not at LeGrows Travel
The 9 is not at Mile one Centre
The 9 is not on Kenmount Road
The 9 is not at Groves RoadThe 9 is NOT at MUN Botanical Gardens!
The 9 is coming out of hiding... the 9 is East of Eden
The 9 is before the city
The following is the list of clues explained by the radio station Hits 99.1 and posted on their website. It has
since been removed.
The Missing 9 has been found!
September 8th
Mark does not have the 9 – Mark Chancey at Metrobus does not have the 9
Paula does not have the 9 – Paula Adam from the Signature Salon does not have the 9
David does not have the 9 – David James does not have the 9
Jeff does not have the 9 – Jeff Lewis does not have the 9
September 9th
Leanne does not have the 9 – Leanne Sharpe does not have the 9
Jennifer does not have the 9 – Jennifer McCrae does not have the 9
Randy does not have the 9 – Randy Snow does not have the 9
Brad does not have the 9 – Brad Michaels does not have the 9
I do not have the 9 – The abductor does not have the 9
September 10th
You can touch the 9 – The 9 is a tangible object.
You can feel the 9 – You can feel the 9 ’cause it’s an actual physical object.
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You can hold the 9 – You can hold the 9 ’cause it’s an actual physical object.
You can carry the 9 – You can carry the 9 ’cause it’s an actual physical object.
You can sit on the 9 – The 9 is small enough you can sit on it.
September 11th
The 9 is in the province – The 9 is in Newfoundland.
This 9 has never been ‘round the bay’ – The 9 has never been outside the city.
The 9 is in 709 – The 9 is in the area code 709.
The 9 cannot be seen – The 9 is hidden somewhere.
The 9 is not at 391 – The 9 is not at HITS FM located on 391 Kenmount Road.
September 12th
The 9 is in the city – The 9 is in Mount Pearl.
The 9 is miles from home – The 9 is not near the radio station.
The 9 is centered – The 9 is in the middle.
The 9 is in a dark place – The 9 is in a closed space with no light.
The 9 is not in one piece – A piece of the 9 has been cut.
September 15th
The 9 is black – The 9 is black on the sides.
The 9 can shine – The 9 shines.
The 9 is white – The 9 is white on the inside.
The 9 is close to gold – The 9 is gold in color on the outside.
You can see much more, when you are face to face with the 9 – You can see your reflection when you
look at the 9.
September 16th
The 9 is not a 6
The 9 is not in someone’s home
The 9 is not on someone’s home – The 9 is not a number on a house
When you find the ‘9’ you will know it’s ‘THE’ 9 – Whoever finds the 9 will know it belongs to HITS FM
because there is a note attached to it.
The 9 is not complete – The 9 has a piece cut off it
September 17th
The 9 will float – The 9 is Styrofoam
The 9 is not wet – The 9 is dry.
The 9 cannot hear me – The 9 is located in an area where you cannot hear the radio.
You could find the 9 between 8 and 10 – The 9 is located somewhere you could find it between the hours
of 8am and 10 pm.
The 9 is alone – The 9 is the only object in the box.
September 18th
To find the 9, don’t check the time –The 9 is not on a clock.
The 9 is under something – The 9 is located under the lid of the box.
The 9 is not rocky – The 9 is not located near rocks.
The 9 is on something – The 9 is located in a box on a truck.
If you’re interested in seeing the 9, then look online – A piece of the missing 9 is on the HITS FM website.
September 19th
The 9 is not dirty – The 9 is not near dirt.
The 9 is not underwater – The 9 is not under or near any type of body of water
September 22nd
The 9 is not made of wood – The 9 is made of Styrofoam.
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The 9 does not stick – The 9 is not on a sticker, building
The 9 does not hang – The 9 is not on a sign
The 9 is not underground
The 9 does not move – The 9 is in the box and it does not move.
September 23rd
Roll up to win – A truck will roll up with the 9
2 4 7 (two four seven) – The 9 is located somewhere that is open 24 hours a day.
The 9 can be held in your hand – The 9 is small enough that you can hold it in your hand without causing
any strain to you physically. The 9 is light in weight.
The 9 is not large
You do not pay for the payoff – You do not have to spend any money to find the 9 or its location
September 24th
The 9 is in the book – The location of the 9 is in the telephone book on page 393 of the yellow pages
The 9 is secure – The 9 is located in a secure place.
The weather does not affect the 9 – The 9 is not located outside where it could become weathered.
The road to the 9 is paved – The 9 is located on Topsail Road
4 strokes to find the 9 – The 9 is located on 1111 Topsail Road.
September 25th
Admiral John does not have the 9 – The 9 is not located at Admiral John’s Golf course
The 9 is not in the vehicle – The 9 is in a box, placed on a truck.
The 9 is not surrounded by other numbers – The 9 is alone.
The 9 is close to home – The location of the 9 is across from Atlantic Home Furnishings
There are no back doors with the 9 – There are no backdoors on the vehicle where the 9 is located.
September 26th
Maximum 60 – The maximum speed limit on the road where the 9 is located is 60 east and west
The 9 is at a convenient location – Metro Self Storage
The 9 is not at the tower – The 9 is not located at the radio station transmitter
The 9 is in the Avalon – The 9 is located in the Avalon Peninsula.
The 9 is not at the course – The 9 is not located on a golf course.
September 29th
Please use the other door – Do not use the front doors of the vehicle to find the 9. Open the tailgate on
the truck and open the lid on the box.
The 9 is not at the station – The 9 is not located at any radio station.
The 9 is not at City Honda – The location of the 9 is not City Honda.
The 9 is a combination of things – To find the 9 you must use a combination of clues.
You do not have to climb to find the 9 – You do not need to climb anything to find the 9.
September 30th
The 9 is not PC – The 9 is not located where you see a PC sign.
Head west past the gardens – The 9 is west past Commonwealth Gardens on Topsail Road.
The 9 is not Liberal – The 9 is not located anywhere you see a Liberal sign.
The 9 is not NDP – The 9 is not located anywhere you see a NDP sign.
Head east past the construction – The 9 is located east of the construction signs on Topsail Road as you
are leaving Paradise.
October 1st
The 9 is over 20 years old – Metro Self Storage has been open for over 20 years. The actual 9 is over 20
years old.
The 9 is not on a sign – The 9 is not located on a billboard or sign.
You could find the 9 at 9 pm – You can find the 9 anytime including 9 pm.
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You could find the 9 at 9 am – You can find the 9 anytime including 9 am.
The 9 is not buried – The 9 is not at a cemetery, burial site. The 9 is not near a grave or tomb.
October 2nd
The 9 is not at Mile One Centre – The 9 is not located on the property of Mile One Centre.
The 9 is not at LeGrows Travel – The 9 is not located on the property of LeGrows Travel.
The 9 is not at Mile one Centre – The 9 is not located on the property Mile One Centre.
The 9 is not on Kenmount Road – The 9 is not located anywhere on Kenmount Road.
The 9 is not at Groves Road – The 9 is not located anywhere on Groves Road.
October 3rd
The 9 is not at MUN Botanical Gardens – The 9 is not located on the property of MUN Botanical Gardens.
Head east from Eden – The 9 is located east of the Town Paradise.
There are two ways to the 9 – You can go east or west on Topsail Road to find the location of the 9.
The 9 is before the city – The 9 is located outside the city of St. John’s. The location of the 9 is west of
Shed City on Topsail Road. The location of the 9 is east before City Tire on Topsail Road.
The 9 is not lucky – The 9 is not located on the property of Lucky’s Restaurant on Topsail Road.
October 6th
The 9 is across from 11 14 – The 9 is located on 1111 Topsail Road across from 1114 Topsail Road
(Atlantic Home Furnishings).

APPENDIX B
CBSC Decision 08/09-0227 & -0229
CKIX-FM re the Missing 9 Contest
The following are the clues that were broadcast on October 3, 2008 by CKIX-FM (99.1
Hits FM) for its Missing 9 contest. Each segment began with a beeping noise, followed
by static, followed by a female robot voice saying “Acquiring encryption code.
Accessing frequency 9.1. Access granted” to indicate that the abductor has “hacked
into” the radio station. The “abductor” then gave his clue and the female voice said
“Ending frequency transmission. Good-bye.”
Clue 1
Abductor:
Where’s the 9? Where’s the 9? Where is the 9? If I were a 9, where would
I be? I know. Do you? [cackles] Oh, listen to me and listen good. If you find the location,
move in real close to your radio and listen carefully. There are two ways to the 9. I’ll check in
on you later.

Clue 2
Abductor:
Mmm. You’re starting to annoy me so much I’m even a little confused. I
don’t like to be rattled. But it’s impossible. You’re not listening! Why can’t you follow simple
instructions?! I’m making this so easy and yet you’re making it so hard for me to have any
fun. Stupid, stupid, stupid. What’s wrong with you? I know you haven’t found the 9 and I’m
starting to think you never will. You’re ruining the game. My game. I thought you and I were
on the same page. Obviously this is too much for your little brain to comprehend. I tell you
when to listen. I tell you to listen carefully. I post my thoughts on my website. Yet you still
continually disappoint me. You’re trying my patience. You’re taking the fun out of my game.
I think it’s about time I take this experience to a whole new level. Your precious little 9 is
coming out of hiding. My pearls of wisdom are still exact. Have you been following? Are you
ready to see it? I hope so. Move in real close to your radio and listen carefully. The 9 is not
at MUN Botanical Gardens. Do you think you heard me that time? I’ll be in touch in one
hour.

Clue 3
Abductor:
Well, well, well. My listeners, still coming back. Another week is here and
gone. And you’re still none the wiser. My patience is wearing thin, so get ready because the
9 is coming out of hiding. Let’s hope you’ve been paying attention to me because everything
I’ve told you is so very important. You’ll see. You’ll all see soon. If you can’t find it soon, well
[cackles], I won’t play this game forever, so you’d better hope you find it real soon. In the
meantime, chew on this for the weekend. Move in real close to your radio and listen
carefully. The 9 is not lucky. Neither are any of you. I’ll be in touch.

Clue 4
Abductor:
What is the hold-up? You’re still searching. You’re still looking. And you still
are just not listening. What do I have to do? Do you want me to gift wrap it for you? Maybe
hand it over on a silver platter? You’re making me angry! The location of the 9 will soon
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become much clearer. The 9 is coming out of hiding. The clues remain the same. Just
remember everything I’ve told you. You’ll need it. Move in real close right now to your radio
and listen carefully. The 9 is before the city. I’ll be in touch.

Clue 5
Abductor:
I’m beginning to think all you do is waste my time. I’m doing this for you.
You’re my listeners and it’s my game. Remember my words. Get ready, the 9 is coming out
of hiding. You’ll all see it soon enough. For now, move in real close to your radio and listen
carefully. The 9 is east of Eden. I’ll be in touch.

The station also broadcast conversations about the contest in various talk sets involving
one or more Hits FM hosts (Randy Snow, Leanne Sharpe, Brad Michaels and David
James). The following are a few examples:
Snow: Okay, and Leanne was, uh, down there with Chris and Pam at that intersection, uh,
throughout the, uh, past hour and she brought along a little camera so she got some wicked
shots. We’re going to see if the abductor let’s us in on his website.

Sharpe: Yeah.

Snow: We’ll see if we can get those posted up there a little later on today. Speaking of
which, I better cut this short ’cause I’m going to get cut off. He should be hacking in any
minute.

Announcer:

[?] go to the phones. You’re on the air.

Sharpe: Hi, Hits FM.

Caller Jerry:

How’re you doin’, Leanne?

Sharpe: Good. How are you?

Caller Jerry:
Pretty good. Uh, Leanne, can I hear that, uh, Pineapple Express tune, the
one from Pineapple Express?

Sharpe: Yep.

Caller Jerry:

And I was lookin’ for your 9.
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Sharpe: Oh really?

Caller Jerry:
I thought I had it all figured out and then your clue came on today and says
it’s not on Kenmount Road and that threw everything in the garbage.

Sharpe: Oh no! So back to square one.

Caller Jerry:

Yeah.

Sharpe: That guy that hacks in all the time, I mean, he’s so deceiving, isn’t he?

Caller Jerry:

Yeah, well, obviously I was all off.

Sharpe: Who’s this?

Caller Jerry:

This is Jerry.

Sharpe: Jerry, I’m wishing you the best of luck.

Caller Jerry:

Thank you, Leanne.

Sharpe: So back to square one. So where do you think you’re gonna start now?

Caller Jerry:

I have no idea. I’ll go back to the sheet and take a look.

Sharpe: [laughs] And you want to hear M.I.A “Paper Planes”?

Caller Jerry:

Yes, please.

Sharpe: Well, may that be the song for your luck.

Caller Jerry:

Thank you.

Sharpe: To change it all around.
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Michaels:
9.1 Hits FM, Suzie McNeil “Let’s Go”. Go to 91HitsFM.com. Uh, you know,
we’re banding together, get together with family and friends and, uh, look for the latest
developments, the latest thoughts, the latest messages we’ve been receiving from our
abductor. Uh, you know when to listen: seven, eight, nine in the morning, noon and five pm
today we’ll hear something, uh, hopefully that will lead us directly to the location of our
abducted 9. Uh, you find the 9, you get the reward: ten thousand dollars cash, put up by our
friends at City Honda. It’s, it’s no good if you find it, you know, to hold onto it or to tell us
about it. Uh, we want the safe return of the 9. You can do whatever you want with the
money. The reward is yours if you can find our abducted 9. Find the 9, get the cash and, uh,
let’s get this whole scenario over with. It’s been going on for way, way too long.

Michaels:
9.1 Hits FM. Uh, former front man for Bush and, uh, doin’ his own thing
there, uh, soundin’ good. Some, some would say he’s better known as Gwen Stefani’s
husband. Gavin Rossdale at 3:49 and “Love Remains the Same”. And, uh, well the same
old situation here. Uh, we’ve got the onus put on you to help us find our missing 9 if you can.
Well, you’ve heard now there’s a ten thousand reward for it. And we remind you to be
respectful, you know, of, uh, public and private property. And you’ve heard our respective
mayors, Dennis O’Keefe and Randy Simms, uh, mention the same thing to you. A lot of, a lot
of are on the hunt for the 9 and, you know, we want it so bad, we want it as badly as you do,
uh, but, you know, keep a level head when you’re goin’ about it and listen at five again today
for more. Maybe that will give you a jumpstart or a new lead or a new indication maybe of the
location. Uh, if you want to keep up to date on things, check out 91HitsFM.com. Find the 9,
get the reward. Ten thousand dollars, courtesy of City Honda.

Michaels:
9.1 Hits FM with Katy Perry. It’s your number one song today, “Hot ’n’ Cold”
and, well, I don’t know. Mandy Viries, are you hot or cold as you’re looking for the 9?

Caller Mandy:

Hot today.

Michaels:

Yeah?

Caller Mandy:

I’m hopin’.

Michaels:
Okay, well, yeah, that’s the main thing. You gotta stay positive about this
thing, right? Now, are you goin’ this alone or is this a, you sort of working collectively in a
group to, to try and find it?

Caller Mandy:

Myself and my husband and our four children.

Michaels:

Oh, it’s a family affair?
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Caller Mandy: It is. And we, we’ve got another idea now for this evening that we’re gonna
go and scope out.

Michaels:
So, so you mean, another idea for this evening meanin’ you’ve been out on
previous nights?

Caller Mandy:

We have been. We, we’ve done a bit of looking, yes.

Michaels:

How long have you been looking?

Caller Mandy:

Um, almost since the beginning.

Michaels:

Okay. Now, you don’t want to tell us where you’re goin’ tonight, do ya?

Caller Mandy:

No, I don’t, no.

Michaels:

Okay. All right. Well, we gotta ask. You never know.

Caller Mandy:

I’ll, I’ll let you know when I find it where it was.

Michaels:
There you go. All right, I like that. Uh, you got our five songs today? You’re
all good to go?

Caller Mandy:

I am. Yeah.

Michaels:

All right. Start with number five, would you, please?

Caller Mandy: Okay, number five is “Keep Getting Better” by Christina Aguilera. Number
four is “Fall for You” by Secondhand Serenade. Number three was “So What” by Pink. Two
was “Old School” by Hedley and one is “Hot ’n’ Cold” by Katy Perry.

Michaels:
All right, my dear. We got a ton of ol’ stuff for you. Ready for this? We got
tickets to the Coors Light FMX World Tour. That’s comin’ to Mile One November first. A, uh,
twenty-five dollar gift certificate off your next accessory purchase with our friends at
Newfound Mobility there on Kelsey Drive. And Ironman. Have you seen that? We’ve got a
copy of that DVD.

Caller Mandy:

Haven’t.
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Michaels:
No? Oh. Great movie from the summer. Hey, it’s all for you today. And, uh,
you know, find the 9, you get all that money. Ten thousand dollar reward too, right?

Caller Mandy:

That’d be great.

Michaels:
Okay. Well, hang on. Thanks for playing today and good luck in your pursuit
of our 9, okay?

Caller Mandy:

Thanks.

Michaels:
9.1 Hits FM. I’m David James. Kardinal Offishall and Akon right there with
“Dangerous”. Now, it was a little over two hours ago that the dude dropped his latest clue. If
you missed it, jump online. Clues are all there, 91HitsFM.com. This guy’s arrogant. That’s
what’s gonna give this 9 away. He got arrogant. He posted the clues online tryin’ to just, let’s
be honest, he’s rubbin’ it in your face that you can’t find the thing. That’s what he’s doin’.
Find it. Win ten thousand dollars courtesy of City Honda. Just find the 9. That’s all you gotta
do. Although I kind of make that sound easy when I know, of course, it’s not easy
whatsoever. You miss any clues at all, again, jump online, 91HitsFM.com and his next clue
will come again tomorrow morning at seven o’clock with Randy Snow and the Hits Morning
Show.

announcer:

Dwayne, what do you want to hear tonight?

Dwayne:

Uh, Theory of a Deadman “Santa Monica”.

announcer:

Dwayne, uh, you been lookin’ for the 9?

Dwayne:
Yeah. Me and my buddy, uh, we’re on the highway all day round town so,
uh, printed off all the clues on the computer and we got a general idea, so, so it’s [????].

announcer:

Ten thousand dollars if you find it, buddy. Thanks for callin’.

Dwayne:

Right on.
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Snow: “Crash and Burn” from Alicia Strata, 9.1 Hits FM. Yes, we’re still 9.1 and no, no we
have not found our missing 9 yet. At least it hasn’t been returned to us for the ten thousand
dollar cash reward from City Honda, so it’s still out there. Have you noticed, though, uh,
yesterday, the abductor on his comments, I don’t know if he, we’re freaking him out a little or
not. Maybe he’s getting a little on edge. Maybe we’re just not playing the game the way he
wants us to. Or, I’m thinkin’, maybe we’re actually getting a little close to actually finding it
and this is throwing him off his game. Either way, he’s been saying “I’m going to be taking
this to a whole new level.” Um, “the 9 will be coming out of hiding.” What, what is all that?
What does that mean? I don’t know if you’ve, uh, been on the website, uh, 9.1HitsFM.com.
Everything he’s mentioned since we started this is listed there. I’m hoping that if you go
through, at least one of you, uh, will actually connect the dots and a light bulb will appear over
your head and you’re going to be able to know what he’s talking about and find our missing 9.
That’s what it’s all about. I got a feeling we’re close ’cause he seems a little, uh, a little
freaked out, if you know what I mean, if you’ve listened to him over the past day or so.
Anyway, he’ll be hackin’ in again on Monday morning around seven o’clock. But go to the
website and just, uh, see if you can, uh, piece some of that together. Again, it’s
91HitsFM.com. Back in a minute, here on Hits.

Snow: Seven degrees now at Hits FM. Oh man, please, please, please let it be so. We
received an unconfirmed report and, again, verification process is underway. All the Hits FM
staff have been called and wakened [sic] from their slumber.

Sharpe: Mm hm.

Snow: And the verification is underway as we speak. Uh, we have it on reliable authority
that the missing 9 has been recovered. We’ve just, I think, shaken off the abductor. He just
hacked in there –

Sharpe: Yep.

Snow: -- at a rather unusual time. Ohh, have out-smarted him? Oh, very possibly so!
That’s all I have for now. Okay? The verification process is underway. And we should know
very shortly if indeed the, uh, the missing 9 has been recovered. But it looks good. Stand by
for more. All right, I’m Randy Snow along with Leanne Sharpe and Jennifer McCrae and
Santana with Rob Thomas. This is “Smooth”. 9.1 Hits FM.

The following are transcripts of the contest promos.

Announcer voice-over: 9.1 Hits FM.
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[audio montage of callers asking about 9]

announcer voice-over: This morning on Randy Snow and the Hits Morning Show:

Snow: Hi, Hits FM.

Abductor:

Hello, Randy.

Snow: Hi there. What’s your first name?

Abductor:

Who I am is not important. What I’ve got is.

Snow: Okay, obviously you don’t want to play the game, so that’s fine. That’s fine, I’m going
to have to move on. Hi, Hits FM.

Abductor:

[cackles] Still here.

Snow: How’s he doin’ that?

Abductor:
You can’t cut me off, so shut up and listen! I’ve got your precious little 9.
You can get your 9 back when I get ten thousand dollars. Have it ready by Tuesday morning
at 8:10. Enjoy your weekend, Randy. [cackles]

Announcer voice-over: Our 9 has been abducted and it’s gonna take ten thousand dollars to
get it back. Can Randy come up with the money? Find out Tuesday morning with Randy
Snow and the Hits Morning Show. 9.1 Hits FM.

Announcer voice-over: An important message to all Hits FM listeners from Randy Snow,
host of Randy Snow and the Hits Morning Show.

Snow: On the morning of Friday, August 29th Hits FM received a disturbing and anonymous
phone call from someone who claimed that had abducted our 9 and demanded ten thousand
dollars for its safe return. We were having trouble coming up with that kind of cash on such
short notice. But true to their slogan, if you don’t shop at City Honda they can’t save you any
money, not only did they save us the trouble of coming up with the money, they offered it up
themselves. I want to thank everyone at City Honda for that. I decided not to reward this
person for stealing the 9, but instead offer it to you if you find our beloved 9 and return it to us
here at Hits FM. This turn of events has angered this person and he’s upset, resorting to
other scare tactics to prove he’s in control. I swear to you, he is not and his efforts will be in
vain. I urge you to help us. Search as individuals, form search parties, get your family, your

9
friends, your classmates, neighbours all involved. The gang at City Honda are on board with
me. They said the same thing. Give the ten grand to whoever finds the 9 and gets it back to
you. It’s an actual, tangible item. It really is a number 9 and if you find it, you will know
immediately you’ve found it. Please help us get it back. I would like to personally thank you
for your help and support and please stay tuned for further updates.

Announcer voice-over: An important message to all Hits FM listeners from Randy Snow,
host of Randy Snow and the Hits Morning Show.

Snow: Well, my friend, it’s been over two weeks since our 9 went missing. The abductor
demanded ten thousand dollars for its return. City Honda offered up that money to pay the
ransom. We decided not to give it to him, but to offer it to you if you find the missing 9. Now
a lot has happened since we refused the abductor’s ransom money. He’s taken control of
our website, hacked into our phone system, and now continues to hack into our most prized
possession, our signal! Our link to you! He seems to be playing a little game with all of us.
He’s taunting us with his puzzling words and comments, thinking none of us our clever
enough to figure out what he’s up to. He’s wrong, isn’t he? He’s underestimated all of us,
hasn’t he? Let’s get together and get that 9 back. I can tell you this: You will know it when
you find it. It really is an actual, tangible number 9, readily identifiable as belonging to Hits
FM. We need it back. Please help us find the 9. You do, you’ll claim the reward, ten
thousand dollars courtesy of City Honda, Kenmount Road. They saved us the headache of
trying to come up with that kind of money. And if you don’t shop at City Honda, they can’t
save you any money. Good luck in your search.

Announcer voice-over: An important message to all Hits FM listeners from Randy Snow,
host of Randy Snow and the Hits Morning Show.

Snow: The abductor of our missing 9 continues to hack into our station offering, as he calls
them, pieces of his puzzle. We’ve already noticed a pattern emerging in the times he’s
hacking into Hits FM: seven, eight, nine AM, twelve noon and again five PM. Now we’d post
his comments on our website, but he has control of that too, at least for now. We’d repeat
them on the air, but he’s threatened to cut us off if we do. It’s important you listen closely to
his comments at seven, eight, nine AM, twelve noon and five PM. Our thanks to City Honda
who’ve been great through all of this. If you don’t shop at City Honda, they can’t save you
any money. It’s true, because they saved us the hassle of having to come up with that ten
grand on short notice. Our thanks to them. And to all of you engaged in your search.
Individually or as a group, we appreciate everything you’re doing. Find the 9, get the ten
thousand dollar reward. It’s that simple. And stay with Hits FM for further updates.

Announcer voice-over: An important message to all Hits FM listeners from Randy Snow,
host of Randy Snow and the Hits Morning Show.
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Snow: Some significant developments over the last few days in the search for our missing
9. On Thursday morning, a Polaroid picture of what we now know to be a piece of our
missing 9 appeared on our website. On Friday morning, that exact piece of the 9 was
delivered by courier to me personally here at Hits FM. We’ve since turned it over to the
authorities. In light of this turn of events, I urge you now more than ever to help us find our
missing 9 before it encounters even further damage. As of now, it is still salvageable, but I’m
not sure how much longer we can hold out. My thanks to those of you actively engaged in a
search. If you’ve recently become inspired to get involved, I urge you to stay tuned and also
to visit our website, 91HitsFM.com. Analyze what’s there and help us find that missing 9,
please. You will know it when you’ve found it and that it does indeed belong to Hits FM.
Bring it back to us, claim the ten thousand dollar cash reward courtesy of City Honda. If you
don’t shop at City Honda, they can’t save you any money. Again, the website, including the
Polaroid of that piece of the missing 9 and more is 91HitsFM.com. Thank you and good luck.

Announcer voice-over: An important message to all Hits FM listeners from Randy Snow,
host of Randy Snow and the Hits Morning Show.

Snow: Here’s the latest on the search for our missing 9. The abductor continues his game
of hacking into Hits FM at seven, eight and nine AM, twelve noon and five PM dangling his
verbal carrots in front of us. He’s also posting those comments now on what he’s calling his
website. Check them out along with the picture of the piece of our 9 he cut off and sent to us
at 91HitsFM.com. Our thanks as well to Newfoundland and Labrador Crimestoppers for their
support.

Crimestoppers representative: Newfoundland and Labrador Crimestoppers has come on as
a partner in this pursuit. It’s clear that a serious crime has been committed.

Snow: Find the 9, bring it back to us, claim the ten thousand dollar reward courtesy of City
Honda. If you don’t shop at City Honda, they can’t save you any money. I thank you again,
all of you for your help and effort. All we ask is that you respect property and belongings in
your search. Together we’ll put the abductor in his place once and for all and put our missing
9 back in its place, back where it belongs. Right here at Hits FM.

Announcer voice-over: An important message to all Hits FM listeners from Randy Snow,
host of Randy Snow and the Hits Morning Show.

Snow: Thousands of you are actively engaged in the search for the Hits FM missing 9. I
thank you. Maybe you’re one of them. No luck in finding it yet, though. Pay no attention to
the rumours. When it’s found and returned to us, you’ll be the first to know. Have you pieced
together or made sense of the abductor’s comments and hints yet? I think we might have
freaked him out a little. Either he’s getting really frustrated that nobody’s figured it out yet or
we’re getting really close to finding it and this is throwing him off his game. What do you
think? I think it’s the latter. Have you noticed he’s been saying “I’m taking this to a whole
new level. The 9 is coming out of hiding”? What do you think he means by that? I know
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many of you are engaged in sharing your thoughts on where the missing 9 is with friends,
family, co-workers. We encourage that because through working together, sharing thoughts
and ideas, I know we’ll get our 9 back and I know it’s going to be soon. Remember the
abductor continues his game of hacking into Hits FM at seven, eight and nine AM, twelve
noon and five PM and then posts his comments on the website, 91HitsFM.com. Find the 9.
Get the reward. Ten thousand dollars courtesy of City Honda. If you don’t shop at City
Honda, they can’t save you any money. Good luck.

Announcer voice-over: Our 9 has finally been returned. Thanks to all engaged in the search
and a big thanks to the man who found our missing 9, Paul Ennis. Paul has returned our
nine and claimed the ten thousand dollar reward courtesy of City Honda.

Snow: It’s been a long time gettin’ closer and closer to our missing 9, but we have it in our
hands physically and we have a winner. His name is Paul Ennis. Where did you find it this
morning?

Ennis: Self storage mall on Topsail Road. There was a little grey pickup in a parking lot and
it was in, in the pan of a truck in a wooden box.

Snow: Paul, I salute you, my friend. You are now my new best friend.

Ennis: You can have your 9 back.

[cheering]

Snow: I’m Randy Snow along with Jennifer McCrae and Leanne Sharpe and this is 99.1 Hits
FM.

Sharpe: All right!

Announcer voice-over: Click 991HitsFM.com for full details. We are Newfoundland’s hit
music station 99.1 Hits FM.

Michaels:
9.1 Hits FM with Suzie McNeil and “Let’s Go”. 3:26, I’m Brad Michaels. How
are you this afternoon? Uh, and did you go to the Devotion Wedding Show there at the Delta
yesterday? Big old crowd on hand. Our own Leanne Sharpe was on location and with the
piece of the 9, uh, that showed up a couple of Friday, Friday mornings, uh, back with Randy
Snow and the Hits Morning Show. And, uh, for those that dropped down to, uh, Mark’s, uh,
Work Warehouse there Thursday night and to the Delta yesterday, you’d actually be able to
see, uh, but not touch, the, uh, the piece of the 9 that showed up here a couple of Fridays
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back. Uh, 91HitsFM.com, uh, to see that picture if you didn’t have a chance to, uh, pop out
and see it in person. Uh, what did show up? It’s on the site there. As well as, uh,
information that could help you get a jump-start on to where our abducted 9 is. You find the
9, you get the reward. Ten thousand dollars courtesy of City Honda. Find the 9, get the cash
and, uh, listen at the times, seven, eight, nine in the morning, noon and five o’clock today.
We’ll hear more.

APPENDIX C
CBSC Decision 08/09-0227 & -0229
CKIX-FM re the Missing 9 Contest
The Complaints
The CBSC received 5 complaints about this contest. Only two of those complainants
provided enough information to pursue the complaints and both filed Ruling Requests.
Those complaints are reproduced here:
File 08/09-0227
The following complaint dated October 9 was sent to the CRTC and forwarded to the
CBSC in due course:
The radio station 99.1 Hits FM ran a contest to find a hidden 9. The clues had led many
people to search on Topsail Road, myself included. One of the businesses I looked at was
Metro Storage Mall; however, when I did, there was a sign posted saying that it was private
property and that Metro Storage had no affiliation with the contest to find the 9 and violators
of the private property would be prosecuted. Therefore I was deterred from further searching
in this area as I am sure many others were as well. On the day the nine was found, a pick-up
truck with a “247 Snow Clearing” sign with a phone number (later found to be Brad Michaels’
phone #) was driven up to Metro Storage and the nine was found in a box in the bed of the
truck.
The complaints that I have are:
1) We were not informed as to where the nine was prior to it being found. I assumed that it
was in a Metro Storage unit.
2) If the 9 was in Metro Storage, then Metro Storage had no idea that it was there (admitted
by the owner of Metro Storage on a CBC news broadcast). Metro Storage is private property
and the only person(s) allowed access to the storage unit(s) are the respective person(s) who
rent them. Thus the 9 was impossible to find legally until the last day of the 5th week of the
contest. Even still, the person who found the 9 had to search in the back of a pick-up truck.
The finder of the 9 clearly did not own the truck or have any knowledge of the owner. If he
did then the contest had to be rigged.
3) The clues that were given were too vague and you really had to stretch the imagination to
figure them out and in some cases the probability of figuring out the clue was astronomical.
For example: from the Hits FM web site:
Clue: The 9 is in the book
Explanation: The location of the 9 is in the telephone book on page 393 of the yellow pages.
99% of businesses are listed in the phone book and more than 80% of people are listed in
the phone book. This clue adds nothing to the contest. The clues up to this point did not
clearly mark a reasonable area of search.
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Clue: The 9 cannot be seen
Explanation: The 9 is hidden somewhere.
This clue is totally useless …. It is the premise of the contest …. It’s not a clue.
Clue: The 9 is not in the vehicle
Explanation: The 9 is in a box, placed on a truck.
The nine was found IN the bed of a truck, therefore this clue is false. The bed of the pickup
was surrounded by four walls; it was IN the truck. In addition, Hits 99.1 broadcast repeated
messages from the mayors of both St. John’s and Mt. Pearl saying that people must respect
the property of others. This means do not search around in the property of strangers and this
includes their vehicles. This clue is a flat-out lie.
If the nine was not in Metro Storage, then where was it? If the 9 was in Metro Storage, then
99.1 Hits FM has run an inappropriate contest. If this was the case, then Hits 99.1 was using
the Metro Storage business to gain listeners and thus advertising without permission.
Many people went out thinking they had found the location (which was ultimately the actual
location) and spent their time and money (gas) looking for the 9. I understand that this is a
personal choice; however, it was legally an impossible goal whether the nine was at Metro
Storage or not. This is unfair and radio stations should respect the power that they wield.

The CBSC explained that it would need examples of specific broadcast dates and times
relating to the contest in order to pursue the complaint. The complainant wrote back
with that information on October 21:
Hello,
Thank you for your reply and concern. The contest ran from approximately Sept 8th to Oct 5th
and during this time a set of clues were given (see attachment).
First of all, the clues are very vague, but we were led to believe that the 9 could be gotten at
any time during the contest. However, the clue ‘Roll up to win’ was explained as ‘A truck will
roll up with the 9’; it is not at all clear. The clue is directed to the listener and thus it implies
that the listener should roll up to win.
The clues were very vague, but led most people to search Metro Self Storage where the ‘9’
was ultimately found, but people were not able to find it until the last day of the contest, Oct
6th. There was a camera crew waiting to record the event, meaning that the nine was only
found when the station was ready to end the contest and thus not making it a contest at all.
In addition, about two weeks into the contest, up until the ‘9’ was found, Hits 99.1 repeatedly
played soundbites of the mayors of both St. John’s and Mt Pearl saying explicitly ‘not to
vandalize or disturb people’s property; that the nine could be found without vandalism and
that personal property should be respected’. Ultimately the nine was found in the back of a
pickup truck that was marked ‘247 Snow Clearing’ that had been parked in the parking lot at
Metro Storage. The truck was not in the parking lot prior to Oct 6th and thus the nine was not
obtainable until that date even though listeners had been led to believe that it was attainable.
Obviously somebody owned that pickup truck and therefore it was personal property and any
respectable person would not search the vehicle as they should have adhered to the request
of the mayors.
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I have attached a document including the clues and dates that they were given and also the
list of clues that were explained after the fact and posted on the 9.1 [sic] Hits FM website
(since removed).
I would like to state that I understand that radio contests are meant to be fun and they are
very creative sometimes. Personally I think this was a brilliant idea for a contest, but it was
not executed fairly. It is not fun when the listeners are grossly misled.

The following list of clues was attached:
September 8th
Mark does not have the 9
Paula does not have the 9
David does not have the 9
Jeff does not have the 9
September 9th
Leanne does not have the 9
Jennifer does not have the 9
Randy does not have the 9
Brad does not have the 9
I do not have the 9
September 10th
You can touch the 9
You can feel the 9
You can hold the 9
You can carry the 9
You can sit on the 9
September 11th
The 9 is in the province
This 9 has never been ‘round the bay’
The 9 is in 709
The 9 cannot be seen
The 9 is not at 391
September 12th
The 9 is in the city
The 9 is Miles from home
The 9 is centered
The 9 is in a dark place
The 9 is not in one piece
September 15th
The 9 is black
The 9 can shine
The 9 is white
The 9 is close to gold
You can see much more, when you are face to face with the 9
September 16th
The 9 is not a 6
The 9 is not in someone’s home
The 9 is not on someone’s home
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When you find the ‘9’ you will know it’s ‘THE’ 9
The 9 is not complete
September 17th
The 9 will float
The 9 is not wet
The 9 cannot hear me
You could find the 9 between 8 and 10
The 9 is alone
September 18th
To find the 9 , don’t check the time
The 9 is under something
The 9 is not rocky
The 9 is on something
If your interested in seeing the 9, then look online
September 19th
The 9 is not dirty
The 9 is not underwater
September 22nd
The 9 is not made of wood
The 9 does not stick
The 9 does not hang
The 9 is not underground
The 9 does not move
September 23rd
Roll up to win
247
The 9 can be held in your hand
The 9 is not large
You do not pay for the payoff
September 24th
The 9 is in the book
The 9 is secure
The weather does not affect the 9
The road to the 9 is paved
4 strokes to find the 9
September 25th
Admiral John does not have the 9
The 9 is not in the vehicle
The 9 is not surrounded by other numbers
The 9 is close to home
There are no back doors with the 9
September 26th
Maximum 60
The 9 is at a convenient location
The 9 is not at the tower
The 9 is in the Avalon
The 9 is not at the course
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September 29th
Please use the other door
You must stop before you find the 9
The 9 is a combination of clues
The 9 is not at City Honda
You do not have to climb to find the 9
September 30th
The 9 is not pc
Head west past the gardens
The 9 is not liberal
The 9 is not ndp
Head east past the construction
October 1st
The 9 is over 20 years old
The 9 is not on a sign
You could find the 9 at 9 pm
You could find the 9 at 9 am
The 9 is not buried
October 2
The 9 is not at Mile One Centre
The 9 is not at LeGrows Travel
The 9 is not at Mile one Centre
The 9 is not on Kenmount Road
The 9 is not at Groves RoadThe 9 is NOT at MUN Botanical Gardens!
The 9 is coming out of hiding... the 9 is East of Eden
The 9 is before the city
The following is the list of clues explained by the radio station Hits 99.1 and posted on their website. It has
since been removed.
The Missing 9 has been found!
September 8th
Mark does not have the 9 – Mark Chancey at Metrobus does not have the 9
Paula does not have the 9 – Paula Adam from the Signature Salon does not have the 9
David does not have the 9 – David James does not have the 9
Jeff does not have the 9 – Jeff Lewis does not have the 9
September 9th
Leanne does not have the 9 – Leanne Sharpe does not have the 9
Jennifer does not have the 9 – Jennifer McCrae does not have the 9
Randy does not have the 9 – Randy Snow does not have the 9
Brad does not have the 9 – Brad Michaels does not have the 9
I do not have the 9 – The abductor does not have the 9
September 10th
You can touch the 9 – The 9 is a tangible object.
You can feel the 9 – You can feel the 9 ’cause it’s an actual physical object.
You can hold the 9 – You can hold the 9 ’cause it’s an actual physical object.
You can carry the 9 – You can carry the 9 ’cause it’s an actual physical object.
You can sit on the 9 – The 9 is small enough you can sit on it.
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September 11th
The 9 is in the province – The 9 is in Newfoundland.
This 9 has never been ‘round the bay’ – The 9 has never been outside the city.
The 9 is in 709 – The 9 is in the area code 709.
The 9 cannot be seen – The 9 is hidden somewhere.
The 9 is not at 391 – The 9 is not at HITS FM located on 391 Kenmount Road.
September 12th
The 9 is in the city – The 9 is in Mount Pearl.
The 9 is miles from home – The 9 is not near the radio station.
The 9 is centered – The 9 is in the middle.
The 9 is in a dark place – The 9 is in a closed space with no light.
The 9 is not in one piece – A piece of the 9 has been cut.
September 15th
The 9 is black – The 9 is black on the sides.
The 9 can shine – The 9 shines.
The 9 is white – The 9 is white on the inside.
The 9 is close to gold – The 9 is gold in color on the outside.
You can see much more, when you are face to face with the 9 – You can see your reflection when you
look at the 9.
September 16th
The 9 is not a 6
The 9 is not in someone’s home
The 9 is not on someone’s home – The 9 is not a number on a house
When you find the ‘9’ you will know it’s ‘THE’ 9 – Whoever finds the 9 will know it belongs to HITS FM
because there is a note attached to it.
The 9 is not complete – The 9 has a piece cut off it
September 17th
The 9 will float – The 9 is Styrofoam
The 9 is not wet – The 9 is dry.
The 9 cannot hear me – The 9 is located in an area where you cannot hear the radio.
You could find the 9 between 8 and 10 – The 9 is located somewhere you could find it between the hours
of 8am and 10 pm.
The 9 is alone – The 9 is the only object in the box.
September 18th
To find the 9, don’t check the time –The 9 is not on a clock.
The 9 is under something – The 9 is located under the lid of the box.
The 9 is not rocky – The 9 is not located near rocks.
The 9 is on something – The 9 is located in a box on a truck.
If you’re interested in seeing the 9, then look online – A piece of the missing 9 is on the HITS FM website.
September 19th
The 9 is not dirty – The 9 is not near dirt.
The 9 is not underwater – The 9 is not under or near any type of body of water
September 22nd
The 9 is not made of wood – The 9 is made of Styrofoam.
The 9 does not stick – The 9 is not on a sticker, building
The 9 does not hang – The 9 is not on a sign
The 9 is not underground
The 9 does not move – The 9 is in the box and it does not move.
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September 23rd
Roll up to win – A truck will roll up with the 9
2 4 7 (two four seven) – The 9 is located somewhere that is open 24 hours a day.
The 9 can be held in your hand – The 9 is small enough that you can hold it in your hand without causing
any strain to you physically. The 9 is light in weight.
The 9 is not large
You do not pay for the payoff – You do not have to spend any money to find the 9 or its location
September 24th
The 9 is in the book – The location of the 9 is in the telephone book on page 393 of the yellow pages
The 9 is secure – The 9 is located in a secure place.
The weather does not affect the 9 – The 9 is not located outside where it could become weathered.
The road to the 9 is paved – The 9 is located on Topsail Road
4 strokes to find the 9 – The 9 is located on 1111 Topsail Road.
September 25th
Admiral John does not have the 9 – The 9 is not located at Admiral John’s Golf course
The 9 is not in the vehicle – The 9 is in a box, placed on a truck.
The 9 is not surrounded by other numbers – The 9 is alone.
The 9 is close to home – The location of the 9 is across from Atlantic Home Furnishings
There are no back doors with the 9 – There are no backdoors on the vehicle where the 9 is located.
September 26th
Maximum 60 – The maximum speed limit on the road where the 9 is located is 60 east and west
The 9 is at a convenient location – Metro Self Storage
The 9 is not at the tower – The 9 is not located at the radio station transmitter
The 9 is in the Avalon – The 9 is located in the Avalon Peninsula.
The 9 is not at the course – The 9 is not located on a golf course.
September 29th
Please use the other door – Do not use the front doors of the vehicle to find the 9. Open the tailgate on
the truck and open the lid on the box.
The 9 is not at the station – The 9 is not located at any radio station.
The 9 is not at City Honda – The location of the 9 is not City Honda.
The 9 is a combination of things – To find the 9 you must use a combination of clues.
You do not have to climb to find the 9 – You do not need to climb anything to find the 9.
September 30th
The 9 is not PC – The 9 is not located where you see a PC sign.
Head west past the gardens – The 9 is west past Commonwealth Gardens on Topsail Road.
The 9 is not Liberal – The 9 is not located anywhere you see a Liberal sign.
The 9 is not NDP – The 9 is not located anywhere you see a NDP sign.
Head east past the construction – The 9 is located east of the construction signs on Topsail Road as you
are leaving Paradise.
October 1st
The 9 is over 20 years old – Metro Self Storage has been open for over 20 years. The actual 9 is over 20
years old.
The 9 is not on a sign – The 9 is not located on a billboard or sign.
You could find the 9 at 9 pm – You can find the 9 anytime including 9 pm.
You could find the 9 at 9 am – You can find the 9 anytime including 9 am.
The 9 is not buried – The 9 is not at a cemetery, burial site. The 9 is not near a grave or tomb.
October 2nd
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The 9 is not at Mile One Centre – The 9 is not located on the property of Mile One Centre.
The 9 is not at LeGrows Travel – The 9 is not located on the property of LeGrows Travel.
The 9 is not at Mile one Centre – The 9 is not located on the property Mile One Centre.
The 9 is not on Kenmount Road – The 9 is not located anywhere on Kenmount Road.
The 9 is not at Groves Road – The 9 is not located anywhere on Groves Road.
October 3rd
The 9 is not at MUN Botanical Gardens – The 9 is not located on the property of MUN Botanical Gardens.
Head east from Eden – The 9 is located east of the Town Paradise.
There are two ways to the 9 – You can go east or west on Topsail Road to find the location of the 9.
The 9 is before the city – The 9 is located outside the city of St. John’s. The location of the 9 is west of
Shed City on Topsail Road. The location of the 9 is east before City Tire on Topsail Road.
The 9 is not lucky – The 9 is not located on the property of Lucky’s Restaurant on Topsail Road.
October 6th
The 9 is across from 11 14 – The 9 is located on 1111 Topsail Road across from 1114 Topsail Road
(Atlantic Home Furnishings).

File 08/09-0229
The following complaint dated October 6 was sent to the CRTC and forwarded to the
CBSC:
99.1 Hits FM, St. John’s Missing 9 Contest. I know you have received complaints regarding
this. Clues have been given over a month to location of “Missing 9”. The announcer asked
listeners to help find it using clues given by “abductor”. Was also asked to respect property
in search for 9 by station. Was found in box of someone’s truck that was placed there on
October 6. According to announcer Randy Snow he thought the 9 was probably locked
inside a storage unit at the location and the “abductor” took it out of hiding. This contest has
apparently had people going all over the area for the past month looking for something that (if
locked inside) I think was never to be found until this morning. The contest claimed the radio
station did not know the location of this 9, but showed up with a camera and recorded the
truck being placed on the lot and some of the events that occurred after. I was at the location
and there were a lot of vehicles and people moving around in search of it. The video posted
shows the person finding it in what he referred to as an “abandoned truck”. [He] is alone with
not a person or vehicle, moves in front of the camera while the lot was swamped with people
and vehicles.
Some questions I would like you to get some answers to:
Why did the radio station give clues to what now appears to be something that was never
missing/hidden [and] would not have been found until this morning?
Why does the station show a video in pieces that shows the person finding it is apparently
alone while the location was blocked with people?
Why does the finder refer to a truck parked on a business lot as “abandoned”?
The contest was for a 10,000 prize to find a missing 9 that seems was nothing more than a
scam publicity stunt to boost the station’s ratings. It misled a lot of people, it has had people
looking all around for the past month for something that was “apparently” driven onto a lot this
morning in what is called an abandoned truck. I would ask that every aspect of this contest
be investigated, including the sponsor, the clues, the final location, the video, and all people
involved in the contest to ensure that the contest was valid and not a hoax that was set up
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from day one. I think the prize money should be released when you verify that this contest
was done legitimately.

Again, the CBSC explained to this complainant that it would need specific dates and
times of broadcasts in order to pursue the complaint. The complainant wrote back on
October 21:
Thank you for your response. I hope by going through this again I can answer the questions.
On September 8/08 CKIX 99.1 Hits FM put off a contest called Find the Missing 9. They
claimed that an abductor had stolen the 9 from their station and they did not know where it
was located. They claimed that City Honda was offering a ten thousand dollar reward for the
person who found it and returned it. The person who was the voice of the abductor gave
clues to the location of the missing 9 five times a day. The clues were supposed to lead
someone to locate the missing 9 that was hidden. The clues were sometimes specific that
lead thousands of people to a certain location only to find nothing. The clues changed over
the contest that were somewhat leading to certain locations around St. John’s and Mount
Pearl but as each person searched they found nothing. The whole time Hits and its crew
claimed they knew nothing about the location of the missing 9. On October 6 at 7 am a clue
was given that sent people scrambling to Metro Storage on Topsail Road in Mount Pearl. I
was one of those people. This location had been checked before and people were told it was
private property. They posted a sign saying they were not affiliated with the Missing 9. Hits
FM, [and] the mayors of both cities asked that people in their search for the missing 9 please
respect the rights of private property and business owners.
The missing 9 was driven in a pickup truck, located in a box under a table in the box of the
truck. A lot of [people] saw the truck, fairly new update stickers on it and, as instructed by
Hits and the Mayors, would not go through someone’s vehicle violating their privacy. The
truck had on the back of it a sign with one of the employees of Hits FM phone number on the
sign. They claimed the 9 was hidden but never showed up until that morning in a location
that had been checked. The truck was never there and the clues did not point towards a
pickup truck.
Hits FM also claimed right until that moment that they did not know where the location of the
9 was, yet they put a video person named Headbuzz at the location that filmed the truck
arriving, a few people moving on the lot, a few cars, a close-up shot of the back of the truck,
then Mr. [P. E.] walks up to the back of the truck, lifts the table, opens the box and retrieves
the 9, all shown on video. I was there that morning and that lot was again crawling with
people and vehicles. The time frame he walks to the truck and retrieves it not a thing moves
in front of the camera. The video appears to be cut, even as Randy is greeting him in the
station. Randy appears to be reading a script in front of him. Mr. [P. E.] works for [a tire
company] which is located next to Metro Storage where the truck appeared. [P.] was asked
live on air on the morning of October 6 where he found the missing 9 by Randy Snow. He
first said it was at Metro Storage. Randy replied that it was probably hidden inside one of the
storage units (LOCKED, no access to public). He further asked where exactly was it. [P.]
replied “I found it in the back of an abandoned truck”. The truck shown and seen was a fairly
new Dodge Dakota with 2009 stickers on it in good condition. I questioned Hits via email how
[P.] knew it was an abandoned truck and next day the reply from [P. E.] was changed to “I
found it in a small grey truck”. A lot about the contest didn’t seem right. I questioned the
clues and they posted the answers to the clues which I will add here that didn’t fit the contest
or the location.
My problems are:
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Hits claimed from Sept 8/08 to October 6/08 they knew nothing about the whereabouts of the
Missing 9 right up until it was returned, yet a pickup truck (plate number XXX ###) with an
employee’s (Brad Michael’s) phone number (###-####) on the tailgate, plus a well-known
video person (Headbuzz) associated with Hits FM shot the whole event on October 6 and
was posted on their website.
The clues sent people scrambling for a missing 9 that was supposed to be hidden
somewhere and all of a sudden showed up in a truck on October 6 on a lot of a business that
had been checked with no success. Clues as I will point out further were leading people to
specific places in both cities with no success.
Hits FM claimed that on September 8/08 City Honda was offering a $10,000 reward for the
safe return of the missing 9. I contacted [C. P.], the owner of City Honda, about this and his
answer was they did not offer the reward, merely purchased an advertising package with Hits
FM same as they do with other stations.
The person who found the missing 9, [P. E.], works for City Tire, the business located next to
Metro Storage, where the truck was parked on October 6. He is shown on video just walking
to the truck going through the box and pulling out something from it. We didn’t check the
truck as it was someone’s personal vehicle. He doesn’t get excited, just pulls it out and looks
at it until the video cuts again. My question was: Did he know it was going to be there? Who
is the owner of the truck and where was the 9 before October 6?
On October 6 Hits tried explaining some of the clues as I have mentioned, then published
them on their website explained with the video.
My complaints are all related to the Hits FM Missing 9 contest: The clues given from Sept 8
to Oct 6, the video shot by Hits FM employee on October 6, the person who found it on
October 6, [P. E.], who works next door to location where truck was parked. The website the
station changed from www.991hitsfm.com to www.91hitsfm.com for the contest. The false
advertising of their call letters from 99.1 to 9.1 plus the advertising that City Honda was
putting up reward money when they weren’t. The change in broadcast tape question from [P.
E.] on October 6 to October 7. Everything associated with the contest from beginning to end
seems to be a setup. I believe the Missing 9 was located at the VOCM studio from the day
the contest started until the morning of October 6, and all employees of Hits FM, Metro
Storage, Steele Communications and [P. E.] knew where it was and where it was going to be.
Now the clues they posted on their website and how they explained them on October 6 & 7th.
My problems with the clues I will put in bold and underline below the clue in question. Hits
FM clue is normal font, followed by their explanation of it. Most of the clues are misleading
and had a lot of people focusing on one area.
September 8th
Mark does not have the 9 – Mark Chancey at Metrobus does not have the 9
Paula Does not have the 9 – Paula Adam from the Signature Salon does not have the 9
David does not have the 9 – David James does not have the 9
Jeff does not have the 9 – Jeff Lewis does not have the 9
September 9th
Leanne does not have the 9 – Leanne Sharpe does not have the 9
Jennifer does not have the 9 – Jennifer McCrae does not have the 9
Randy does not have the 9 – Randy Snow does not have the 9
Randy Snow the morning of October 6 appears to be reading from script as 9 is
returned, rehearsed, indicates knowledge of 9, video posted by Hits is at
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0MGLk8fw_UI&eurl=http://www.991hitsfm.com/ I
would like to see what was cut out of it.
Brad does not have the 9 – Brad Michaels does not have the 9
The truck used containing the missing 9 had Brad’s number on the tailgate, indication
of knowledge of the 9.
I do not have the 9 – The abductor does not have the 9
Hits never disclosed who this person was.
September 10th
You can touch the 9 – The 9 is a tangible object.
You can feel the 9 – You can feel the 9 ’cause it’s an actual physical object.
You can hold the 9 – You can hold the 9 ’cause it’s an actual physical object.
You can carry the 9 – You can carry the 9 ’cause it’s an actual physical object.
You can sit on the 9 – The 9 is small enough you can sit on it.
September 11th
The 9 is in the province – The 9 is in Newfoundland.
This 9 has never been ‘round the bay’ – The 9 has never been outside the city.
The truck used: Still don’t know who owns it, it may or may not have been outside
city, Hits will not confirm it.
The 9 is in 709 – The 9 is in the area code 709.
The 9 cannot be seen – The 9 is hidden somewhere.
Hits and the abductor indicated that 9 was hidden in one spot from the first day of
contest, when on final day shows up in someone’s truck.
The 9 is not at 391 – The 9 is not at HITS FM located on 391 Kenmount Road.
I believe it was at the station.
September 12th
The 9 is in the city – The 9 is in Mount Pearl.
The 9 is Miles from home – The 9 is not near the radio station.
The 9 is centered – The 9 is in the middle.
I still don’t know in the middle of what. The video shows [P. E.] reaching over the side
of the box.
The 9 is in a dark place – The 9 is in a closed space with no light.
The 9 is not in one piece – A piece of the 9 has been cut.
September 15th
The 9 is black – The 9 is black on the sides.
The 9 can shine – The 9 shines.
The 9 is white – The 9 is white on the inside.
The 9 is close to gold – The 9 is gold in color on the outside.
You can see much more, when you are face to face with the 9 – You can see your reflection
when you look at the 9.
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September 16th
The 9 is not a 6.
The 9 is not in someone’s home
The 9 is not on someone’s home – The 9 is not a number on a house
When you find the ‘9’ you will know it’s ‘THE’ 9 – Whoever finds the 9 will know it belongs to
HITS FM because there is a note attached to it.
The 9 is not complete – The 9 has a piece cut off it
September 17th
The 9 will float – The 9 is Styrofoam
The not is not wet – The 9 is dry.
The 9 cannot hear me – The 9 is located in an area where you can not hear the radio.
A truck with a radio. Hits broadcasts all over that area and beyond, so radio frequency
could be picked up.
You could find the 9 between 8 and 10 – The 9 is located somewhere you could find it
between the hours of 8am and 10pm.
According to October 6 broadcast missing 9 was found after 10pm and before 8am.
The 9 is alone – The 9 is the only object in the box.
Clue interpreted by most as it was hidden by itself – would never think of box from
this clue.
September 18th
To find the 9 , don’t check the time –The 9 is not on a clock.
The 9 is under something – The 9 is located under the lid of the box.
On October 6 live broadcast [P. E.] said he looked in box of truck, lifted a broken table,
lifted a cover off a box and retrieved the nine, said it was in the box not under lid.
The 9 is not rocky – The 9 is not located near rocks.
misleading clue
The 9 is on something – The 9 is located in a box on a truck.
On something? No one clued in that it could be in a box on a truck. It was in the bed
of the truck – misleading clue
If you’re interested in seeing the 9, then look online – A piece of the missing 9 is on the HITS
FM website.
Most people looked for sponsor online or hidden clue. It wasn’t the nine online, it was
a picture of a piece of it.
September 19th
The 9 is not dirty – The 9 is not near dirt.
The 9 is not underwater – The 9 is not under or near any type of body of water.
September 22nd
The 9 is not made of wood – The 9 is made of Styrofoam.
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The 9 does not stick – The 9 is not on a sticker, building
The 9 does not hang – The 9 is not on a sign
The 9 is not underground
The 9 does not move – The 9 is in the box and it does not move.
In the box of a truck that drove up to Metro storage – I believe that would be moving.
September 23rd
Roll up to win – A truck will roll up with the 9.
Misleading clue, sent a lot of people to Tim Hortons, no one would have interpreted
this clue this way.
2 4 7 (two four seven) – The 9 is located somewhere that is open 24 hours a day.
Randy first claimed it was inside storage unit, not accessible to public, and in box of
private truck would not be accessible to public 24 hours unless you own the truck.
The 9 can be held in your hand – The 9 is small enough that you can hold it in your hand
without causing any strain to you physically. The 9 is light in weight.
The 9 is not large.
You do not pay for the payoff – You do not have to spend any money to find the 9 or its
location.
A lot of people spent a lot of time looking for this, driving around burning gas. I would
say I spent two tanks of gas, about $150.00 so I did pay as well as others.
September 24th
The 9 is in the book – The location of the 9 is in the telephone book on page 393 of the
yellow pages
Metro Storage Location is on page 393, had been checked, sign posted by owner, and
who reads the entire phone book??
The 9 is secure – The 9 is located in a secure place.
Randy Snow implied it was in storage unit, secure but not accessible, in the box of an
open truck in an unlocked box is not secure.
The weather does not affect the 9 – The 9 is not located outside where it could become
weathered.
Misleading clue, unless box was water tight.
The road to the 9 is paved – The 9 is located on Topsail Road
A lot of paved roads and trails – misleading clue
4 strokes to find the 9 – The 9 is located on 1111 Topsail Road.
Most took this clue as golf course, and 1111 Topsail Road had been checked.
September 25th
Admiral John does not have the 9 – The 9 is not located at Admiral John’s Golf course
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One of the golf courses checked – misleading clue sent thousands to another course
The 9 is not in the vehicle – The 9 is in a box, placed on a truck.
Most assumed reference to Hits FM vehicle. In the vehicle when talking about a truck
would be in cab.
The 9 is not surrounded by other numbers – The 9 is alone.
The 9 is close to home – The location of the 9 is across from Atlantic Home Furnishings
Misleading clue, a lot of businesses with “home” in title, and location checked
There are no back doors with the 9 – There are no backdoors on the vehicle where the 9 is
located.
THIS ONE CONFLICTS WITH USE OTHER DOOR CLUE BELOW.
September 26th
Maximum 60 – The maximum speed limit on the road where the 9 is located is 60 east and
west
The 9 is at a convenient location – Metro Self Storage
Still don’t know why that applies to Metro when it was in truck. Convenient for Hits
maybe.
The 9 is not at the tower – The 9 is not located at the radio station transmitter
The 9 is in the Avalon – The 9 is located in the Avalon Peninsula.
Never referred to as “in the Avalon”; it’s “ON THE AVALON” – misleading clue
The 9 is not at the course – The 9 is not located on a golf course.
This one posted after thousands flooded golf course in city.
September 29th
Please use the other door – Do not use the front doors of the vehicle to find the 9. Open the
tailgate on the truck and open the lid on the box.
The taligate on a truck is not a door – misleading clue
The 9 is not at the station – The 9 is not located at any radio station.
I believe it was there until October 6.
The 9 is not at City Honda – The location of the 9 is not City Honda.
Neither was the 10k reward.
The 9 is a combination of things – To find the 9 you must use a combination of clues.
The combination of clues was misleading.
You do not have to climb to find the 9 – You do not need to climb anything to find the 9.
If you open the tailgate of the truck you do have to climb in to open the box.
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September 30th
The 9 is not PC – The 9 is not located where you see a PC sign.
Head west past the gardens – The 9 is west past Commonwealth Gardens on Topsail Road.
The 9 is not Liberal – The 9 is not located anywhere you see a Liberal sign.
The 9 is not NDP – The 9 is not located anywhere you see a NDP sign.
Head east past the construction – The 9 is located east of the construction signs on Topsail
Road as you are leaving Paradise.
Most people were using these clues with others and focusing on an area over and
over not close to Metro Storage, but fit clues.
October 1st
The 9 is over 20 years old – Metro Self Storage has been open for over 20 years. The actual
9 is over 20 years old.
Misleading clue – Metro check for nine before Oct 6
The 9 is not on a sign – The 9 is not located on a billboard or sign.
You could find the 9 at 9 pm – You can find the 9 anytime including 9 pm.
9 was found shortly past 7am
You could find the 9 at 9 am – You can find the 9 anytime including 9 am.
Misleading – found shortly after 7am
The 9 is not buried – The 9 is not at a cemetery, burial site. The 9 is not near a grave or
tomb.
October 2nd
The 9 is not at Mile One Centre – The 9 is not located on the property of Mile One Centre.
The 9 is not at LeGrows Travel – The 9 is not located on the property of LeGrows Travel.
The 9 is not at Mile one Centre – The 9 is not located on the property Mile One Centre.
The 9 is not on Kenmount Road – The 9 is not located anywhere on Kenmount Road.
The 9 is not at Groves Road – The 9 is not located anywhere on Groves Road.
All misleading clues.
October 3rd
The 9 is not at MUN Botanical Gardens – The 9 is not located on the property of MUN
Botanical Gardens.
One of the areas people constantly checked because of clues.
Head east from Eden – The 9 is located east of the Town Paradise.
I looked for everything relating to street business, etc with Eden – misleading clue
There are two ways to the 9 – You can go east or west on Topsail Road to find the location of
the 9.
Misleading clue
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The 9 is before the city – The 9 is located outside the city of St. John’s. The location of the 9
is west of Shed City on Topsail Road. The location of the 9 is east before City Tire on
Topsail Road.
Metro Storage is in CITY OF MOUNT PEARL – misleading
The 9 is not lucky – The 9 is not located on the property of Lucky’s Restaurant on Topsail
Road.
Misleading
October 6th
The 9 is across from 11 14 – The 9 is located on 1111 Topsail Road across from 1114
Topsail Road (Atlantic Home Furnishings).
Last clue sent A LOT OF PEOPLE THERE TO METRO STORAGE, checked before, nine
placed in private vehicle.
As you can see from this response, I feel the clues/explanations, the video shot that morning
Oct 6 by Headbuzz, the truck, [P. E.], Hits FM, its employees, and its partners/parent
company, Metro Storage, Steele Communications are all part of this Missing 9 contest in
some form: videos, air tapes LIVE, websites, advertisements. All of it is part of the missing 9
contest and should be investigated to prove it was legitimate and fairly done and not a setup
just to improve the stations ratings. I think that the only people who could/did and were
always meant to benefit from the contest were Hits FM’s ratings and [P. E.].
Thank you again. I still believe this contest was a scam and a hoax, and I hope you prove
me wrong. I trust this is enough information for you.
PS: Check out the Facebook group “Down with Hits FM”
I look forward to hearing from you, 28 days would put the date to November 2, 28 days past
date of contest end on October 6.

The CBSC then informed the complainant that it would be pursuing his complaint. The
complainant wrote back on October 31:
Again thank you for your response. So basically the station has and will not be penalized in
any way, shape or form for what the listeners saw as a setup and a scam. Your response
indicates that the only thing that will happen is that [the Assistant Program Director] and [the
Program Director] of Hits VOCM and Steele will have the opportunity to contact me via email
with an apology for upsetting me (as well as hundreds of listeners).
Has anyone from CBSC looked at the full video of Oct 6? Has anyone investigated the
person who found the missing 9 who works next to the location it was found? Has anyone
checked to see who owned the pickup used? Checked Metro Storage employees (I sent you
a message after telling you more information on where it was)? Has anyone asked why they
had thousands of people looking for something that from what I’ve been told was locked
inside a storage locker at Metro Storage when the clues used were leading us to a location
on a wild goose chase? Has anyone asked or checked why the audio tape was changed with
[P. E.]? Has anyone asked why the video done by a Steele/Hits employee appears to be set
up?
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[CBSC Communications Coordinator], these are the questions I, as well as over 800 people
in our Facebook group would like answers to from the CBSC. We think this missing 9
contest was a scam and a setup from the beginning for ratings. We think that all staff at
CKIX Hits FM including Headbuzz the video person, Steele Communications, Metro Storage,
and [P. E.] were in on this hoax and that no listener of Hits FM during the missing 9 contest
would ever win the ten thousand dollar prize.
These are what we want you to answer for us. If I receive an apology from the two people
you cc’d this email to, it will mean that nothing will be done about this and no investigation
was done by CBSC.
I am not sure what logger tape that you’re referring to that they will have the opportunity to
address. I have asked for more than just a logger tape to be investigated as I have stated
above. On the video, Randy Snow appears to be reading from a script when the 9 was
returned to the station. That means that it was rehearsed and scheduled to be found on Oct
6. A lot of questions we as the group I am part of are still not answered. CKIX can keep
logger/video/script/recordings for 28 days, so I’m guessing that they will respond on
November 3 (28 days later) with an apology, then destroy the tapes as per CBSC
requirements, like I have asked the entire contest from day one to final day including all
parties involved are made accountable for the contest. I leave this in your hands. It will be
interesting what [the Assistant Program Director] and [the Program Director] have to respond
on?
I’ll let you know what I get from them.
Thank you for your time, and I speak for a lot of upset people. We do want answers to all
questions raised. Check the Facebook group. I have posted a link in a previous email
including the name of a relative of a Hits employee who posted on our Facebook group.
Check the group out.
Thank you

Broadcaster Response
The station responded to all complainants on November 19:
In response to your complaint to the Canadian Broadcast Standards Council (CBSC C08/090227), the following is a comprehensive explanation of how the promotion took place from
beginning to end. We trust that this insight will answer any questions you may have.
The “Missing 9” was locked in a storage unit in early September, secretly, so as not to involve
the owner, management or staff of Metro Self Storage (“MSS”). The locker number and pass
code to the storage facility where the “Missing 9” was located at MSS were contained within
the clues given throughout the promotion. At no time did we, or anyone associated with the
promotion, advise the owner or manager of MSS that the “Missing 9” was on his premises.
The location of the “Missing 9” was never disclosed to any of the staff at MSS or [P. E.] (the
winner of the $10,000 prize). In the spirit of fairness, it was of the utmost importance to keep
the location of the missing 9 confidential. Throughout the duration of the promotion, only Hits
FM management and some staff with a definite “need to know” had knowledge of the location
of the “Missing 9”.
Throughout the promotion, a series of daily clues were given to our listeners to narrow the
search for the location of the “Missing 9”. These clues led some listeners to the premises of
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MSS. Through his own deduction, the owner of MSS felt a need to protect the privacy of his
property and customers so he posted a “This is Private Property – Violators will be
Prosecuted” sign at his gate stating he had no affiliation with the “Missing 9” promotion. The
owner explained all this publicly after the promotion, when questions arose from the public
asking why he posted the sign.
On discovering the “No Trespassing” sign had been posted at the location of Metro Self
Storage, the programming team at Hits FM were challenged with a number of issues:
•

How to avoid having our contestants violate the posted privacy of the location where
the “Missing 9” was hidden.

•

How to present the “Missing 9” at the location to which the clues already pointed; in
essence making sure we did not materially change the location of the “Missing 9”.

•

How to continue with the same line of clues that a reasonable person would follow.

Clearly we needed to have the “Missing 9” outside the fence rather than inside, in the storage
shed.
On Friday morning October 3rd, the character of the abductor stated “the 9 is coming out of
hiding”. The comment “the 9 is coming out of hiding” was promoted on October 3rd through
the weekend, three full days, on HITS FM giving listeners fair notice that the “Missing 9”
would be “out of hiding”.
We had clues prepared for delivery in the usual morning schedule for Monday, October 6.
It was probable that some persons who had been following the clues would piece them all
together on Monday morning October 6th. In the event of a winner sometime on Monday, to
share that moment with our listeners on our website, a camera crew was set up at Atlantic
Home Furnishings, directly across the street to monitor activity, if any, around the site. We
were able to film the winner finding the “Missing 9”. The video was posted to the website
www.991hitsfm.com to provide a fun recap of the event for our listeners. Although the video
was edited for content and time, it is a true representation of what happened. HITS FM is
supplying the CBSC with the complete unedited footage of all the video taken on the morning
in question.
On October 6th shortly after 7am, the “Missing 9” was found by the winner, Mr. [E.]. Mr. [E.]
had been following the promotion and on hearing the 7am clue, he went to the location he
worked out from the clues, searched and found the “Missing 9” in a box on the flatbed part of
a truck parked in the area. Mr. [E.] was not given any clues or consideration not afforded to
all listeners.
To satisfy the three tests that we considered important to ensure fairness and the spirit of a
fun radio promotion, we:
•

moved the “Missing 9” “outside” the MSS fence onto public property to avoid any
issues regarding trespass.

•

did not materially alter the location of the “Missing 9”—the location where the
“Missing 9” satisfied all the clues to that point.

•

ensured that the same line of clues was continued to ensure continuity of the search
for those engaged in the promotion.
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To align with the clue connections, the “Missing 9” was not “in” the cab/passenger
compartment of the vehicle. Vandalism or damage to the vehicle was not an issue; the
“Missing 9” was outside, on the truck bed. The pick-up truck belonged to (and was used with
the permission of) an employee of Steele Communications/HITSFM - it was not “abandoned”.
The truck was parked at 6 am on the day Mr. [E.] located the “Missing 9” after we retrieved
the “Missing 9” from its hiding place in the MSS storage unit, just inside the fence. Signs on
the truck were clues to validate to an astute follower of the promotion that they had indeed
come to the right place.
Mr. [E.] completed the course of clues with absolutely no contact or help from us. He fairly
won the prize.
Had MSS not posted the sign on his property, the contest would have continued to the end
exactly as we had originally laid it out. However, even with the change necessitated by the
MSS posting of its “No Trespassing” sign, we are satisfied that every reasonable effort was
made and rational decision was taken to ensure fairness in the ultimate conclusion of this
promotion.

Additional Correspondence
File 08/09-0227
The complainant wrote to the CBSC on November 19, indicated that he was “still not
satisfied” and attached a copy of an email he had sent to the station:
With all due respect, this was not a fair or fun contest. This explanation certainly does not
make me feel any better. Before I get into any details, I just want to say that in my complaint I
made no reference to Mr. [E.] having prior notice as to the whereabouts of the “9” and I don’t
believe that he did. My issue is that the contest was not fairly conducted. Also, many other
people followed the clues to MSS, including me.
Firstly, MSS is private property and the owner should have been notified that you were
conducting a contest. Just like you couldn’t hide the “9” in a citizen’s shed without
notification. Why was the owner not notified? As recognized by the owner, after locking the
“9” in MSS it would have been a crime for anyone to enter the area to retrieve the “9”.
Therefore it was legally impossible for anyone to get the “9” and all the while you were
broadcasting that the nine could actually be found at any time. How is that fair? As an aside,
I believe that MSS (or their clients) really have a legal argument with Hits (or the parent
company) since MSS property was used to promote the station and the private access code
for MSS was given out to the general public along with an invite to the general public to enter
the facility. Stated by you in your email to me:
The “Missing 9” was locked in a storage unit in early September, secretly, so
as not to involve the owner, management or staff of Metro Self Storage
(“MSS”). The locker number and pass code to the storage facility where the
“Missing 9” was located at MSS were contained within the clues given
throughout the promotion. At no time did we, or anyone associated with the
promotion, advise the owner or manager of MSS that the “Missing 9” was on
his premises.
Secondly the clues were beyond misleading. I will illustrate below:
In your email to me you stated:
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To align with the clue connections, the “Missing 9” was not “in” the
cab/passenger compartment of the vehicle. Vandalism or damage to the
vehicle was not an issue; the “Missing 9” was outside, on the truck bed.
This does not align with the clues. The clue said “The 9 is not in the vehicle”. That does not
mean the 9 was not in the cab/passenger compartment. For instance, when I say to
someone “Put the chair IN the bed of the truck” it means that it is IN the truck .... If the truck
leaves, the “CONTENTS” go with it.
You stated: “[Mr (E.)] found the ‘Missing 9’ in a box on the flatbed part of a truck parked in
the area.”
Definition of Flatbed: An open truck bed or trailer with no sides, used to carry large objects
such as heavy machinery, cars, or houses. (from www.answers.com)
Flatbed – (noun) 1. Also called flatbed trailer, flatbed truck. a truck or trailer having an open
body in the form of a platform without sides or stakes. (from www.dictionary.com)
Also in your email to me you stated:
Signs on the truck were clues to validate to an astute follower of the
promotion that they had indeed come to the right place.
The sign on the truck said “Snow clearing” and had a phone number. There was no
indication on the sign that the truck belonged to anyone affiliated with Hits. Also the constant
soundbites from the respective mayors of St. John’s and Mount Pearl were telling listeners to
“respect” people’s property. Searching in anyone’s vehicle without permission is not
respectful.
In closing, I really just want you to know that you were not honest with the listeners about the
contest over the duration. I understand that you tried to make good of a bad situation, but the
bad situation was brought about by your actions in the first place. Even in your current
response you still could not give an honest answer. In reading your response to me, I think
it’s clear that you did not read my complaint. I think there is a measure of respect and honour
missing here. Often times the views of your listeners can be overlooked as the majority of
people will “get over it” or “forget about it”. I think many people don’t even bother with your
contests because they had a bad experience in the past. I guess that’s probably an
indication of the effectiveness (or lack thereof) of the advertising that you offer. In this case, I
would say that many of your listeners were displeased and I’m sure you are getting many
complaints. I know that there were several Facebook groups created and one in particular
has over 800 members. I know the whole situation left me with a bad taste in my mouth. It’s
disgusting really.

File 08/09-0229
The complainant submitted his Ruling Request on November 20 with the following note:
I did respond to [the General Manager] of Steele Communications regarding the Missing 9
contest as he responded and explained. He claims that the 9 was locked inside a storage
unit until the last day of the contest on Oct 6. This was not a fair contest. They gave clues
sending listeners looking for something they couldn’t find if locked away. He claims Metro
Storage knew nothing of the nine stored there. This is a licensed bonded secure storage and
I doubt that someone could store an object there without their knowledge.
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He claims that the 9 was placed in a box inside the box of a Hits employee’s pickup on Oct 6
hidden under a broken table. They asked listeners to respect private property and they put it
in someone’s truck. They claimed City Honda offered the reward when City Honda says they
didn’t. They claim that the clues gave the location and the combination with the locker
number at Metro Storage and there was no hint of this. They claim that anyone could have
found this 9. How could we if it was not accessible to us to find until the last day they moved
it to a private vehicle? They videotaped the event of the morning it ended. I have requested
that the full tape be shown with time frames. I have also forwarded my response to [CKIXFM General Manager] to [S. C.], CBSC Correspondence Coordinator, with more detail.

The complainant sent the following email dated November 20:
In response to email from [CKIX-FM General Manager], cc to CBSC:
First, thank you for your response. There are still some problems with this contest that a lot
of people have. One thing that does bother me is you had 21 days to respond and you wait
until the last minute. I will highlight some in your response. You will find my comments in
bold print below the response from [the General Manager]. [The CBSC Communications
Coordinator] said in her earlier email that broadcasters take concerns seriously in response.
The staff at Steele failed this by not responding to any complaints until they were forced to by
CBSC on the last day they had to respond. I would assume that all history of the Missing 9
contest has now been cleared away and forgotten. I would still request that the video shot by
Headbuzz be released showing the time frames and actual events, and on behalf of many
former listeners of Hits and Steele Association broadcasters the questions below are not
answered to satisfaction. Read down please and decide.
Thank you
In response to your complaint to the Canadian Broadcast Standards Council (CBSC C08/090299), the following is a comprehensive explanation of how the promotion took place from
beginning to end. We trust that this insight will answer any questions you may have.
The “Missing 9” was locked in a storage unit in early September, secretly, so as not to involve
the owner, management or staff of Metro Self Storage (“MSS”). The locker number and pass
code to the storage facility where the “Missing 9” was located at MSS were contained within
the clues given throughout the promotion.
Can you explain where or what clue(s) had the locker number and pass code in
them???
At no time did we, or anyone associated with the promotion, advise the owner or manager of
MSS that the “Missing 9” was on his premises. The location of the ‘Missing 9” was never
disclosed to any of the staff at MSS or [P. E.] (the winner of the $10,000 prize). In the spirit of
fairness, it was of the utmost importance to keep the location of the missing 9 confidential.
Throughout the duration of the promotion, only Hits FM management and some staff with a
definite “need to know” had knowledge of the location of the “Missing 9”.
You had people/listeners searching all over St. John’s and Mount Pearl looking for
something that you claim was locked inside a storage locker not accessible to anyone
but the person who supposedly placed it there. Your clues led people to numerous
places including golf courses, Tim Hortons, and more specific around the area of the
Brad Gushue Highway and Thorburn Road area. It led people to the Metro Storage
where they found the sign “no trespassing” so they moved on using the clues to try
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and find again something that was not accessible to those in the search. Do you
expect your listeners to believe that you can store something in a secure building and
the owner/operator not know about it? I’m pretty confident in saying that [the owner]
does not have things stored in his premises for two months and not know what was
there or who placed it there. For insurance and security purposes, no storage facility
would do this. I have asked to store items at that particular location and was told that
I needed a list of everything I was storing for safety/security/insurance purposes.
Another note: the morning the 9 was found, I was there shortly after that clue was
given. The person who was sitting inside the building did not come out to see why so
many people had flooded their lot. If they knew nothing of what was happening and
put up the No Trespassing sign, they would [have] come out and questioned why we
were all there or called the Constabulary. So did they know if the nine was there; I
think they did based on what happened.
Throughout the promotion a series of daily clues were given to our listeners to narrow the
search for the location of the “Missing 9”. These clues led some listeners to the premises of
MSS. Through his own deduction the owner of MSS felt a need to protect the privacy of his
property and customers so he posted a “This is Private Property – Violators will be
Prosecuted” sign at his gate stating he had no affiliation with the “Missing 9” promotion. The
owner explained all this publicly after the promotion, when questions arose from the public
asking why he posted the sign.
On discovering the “No Trespassing” sign had been posted at the location of Metro Self
Storage, the programming team at Hits FM were challenged with a number of issues:
Your daily clues along with the abductor’s words led your listeners to many locations
including Metro Storage, but your station had listeners looking for, again, something
that was never accessible to find. I’m not sure why the sign was posted, if it was part
of the game, part of Metro??? However, the clues as you say led some listeners to
Metro Storage where a “no trespassing” sign was placed which clearly stated they had
no involvement with the missing 9, that was weeks before the contest ended. If the 9,
as you claim, was inside one of those lockers, at that time when the sign was placed,
your contest became invalid. You gave clues leading to a missing object that was not
accessible to anyone but the person with the combination to a security locker. The
owners claim no responsibility or knowledge of it and lead people away from it, and
you continue to give clues that keep your listeners on a wild goose chase for a
missing 9 that was never missing. Missing and locked away are different. Your time
to “step up to the plate” if the 9 was locked inside one of those lockers was the day
the sign was posted by Metro, not weeks after knowing that people had given up on
the location and flooded other locations that did match your clues. There were many
places that matched the clues, but as you have stated it was never available because it
was locked away.
•

How to avoid having our contestants violate the posted privacy of the location where
the “Missing 9” was hidden.

Throughout the whole contest, HITS FM, Crimestoppers, the mayors of both St. John’s
& Mount Pearl asked that people in search of the missing 9 respect the rights of
privacy of personal and business property. I am one of many that did respect that
right. I would not want a stranger entering my property or business for fear of
vandalism. Yet you first claim you placed the 9 inside a secure locked unit at Metro
that would have taken someone to break the law to get it, then you claim that you
moved the 9 to the box of someone’s pickup, inside a box under a broken table. That
morning, I saw the truck there, but would not dare search someone’s vehicle
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regardless as respect for [sic] the owner. Most people saw the truck there and, as I
did, assumed it belonged to someone who was searching or working at Metro. It
would have been an invasion of privacy to search any part of the vehicle.
•

How to present the “Missing 9” at the location to which the clues already pointed; in
essence making sure we did not materially change the location of the “Missing 9”.

In fact, you did change the location of the 9 based on what you have stated. You claim
the clues led to the 9 inside the storage locker as you placed it, then the 9 was
removed from the locker, placed in a covered box placed in the box of a truck, which
is visible from the video driving onto the lot. You claimed your clues led to Metro
Storage where the 9 was locked inside and not accessible, then you claim that
someone from Hits removed it, put it in their truck and parked it on Metro’s lot. All of
this goes against the idea of the contest.
•

How to continue with the same line of clues that a reasonable person would follow.

You had a lot of reasonable listeners following the clues, putting the clues together,
searching locations, finding “no trespassing” signs, told by businesses flooded with
people to leave as the 9 was not there. No one I know would have violated private or
personal property to find the 9, and you placed it, as you claim, inside that locked
building and then in someone’s truck. Reasonable people respected the rights of
privacy using your clues.
Clearly we needed to have the “Missing 9“ outside the fence rather than inside, in the storage
shed.
Of course it had to come outside. You had thousands of people looking for an object
that was stored inside a locked building not accessible even with the clues. What, if
the 9 was locked inside, was your plan for the listeners to find it? To have them break
in to get it?
On Friday morning October 3rd, the character of the abductor stated “the 9 is coming out of
hiding”. The comment “the 9 is coming out of hiding” was promoted on October 3rd through
the weekend, three full days, on HITS FM giving listeners fair notice that the “Missing 9”
would be “out of hiding.
Your listeners knew the 9 was hidden, but, as I have said, hidden and locked away are
two different meanings.
We had clues prepared for delivery in the usual morning schedule for Monday, October 6.
It was probable that some persons who had been following the clues would piece them all
together on Monday morning October 6th. In the event of a winner sometime on Monday, to
share that moment with our listeners on our website, a camera crew was set up at Atlantic
Home Furnishings, directly across the street to monitor activity, if any, around the site. We
were able to film the winner finding the “Missing 9”. The video was posted to the website
www.991hitsfm.com to provide a fun recap of the event for our listeners. Although the video
was edited for content and time, it is a true representation of what happened. HITS FM is
supplying the CBSC with the complete unedited footage of all the video taken on the morning
in question.
The video you speak of did go against the ads by Hits FM that no one knew the
location of the 9, including all the staff. I would like to see the entire video with time
frames to show the events of the time the 9 was removed from the locker until it was
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found by Mr. [E.]. He, in the video, was the only person to check a truck parked on
that lot. You said shortly after 7am it was found. Still, people questioned how this
person who works next to the location found it so quick, how he was the only one to
check and violate a private vehicle.
On October 6th shortly after 7am the “Missing 9” was found by the winner, Mr. [E.]. Mr. [E.]
had been following the promotion and on hearing the 7 am clue he went to the location he
worked out from the clues, searched and found the “Missing 9” in a box on the flatbed part of
a truck parked in the area. Mr. [E.] was not given any clues or consideration not afforded to
all listeners.
We all followed the promotion, the clues and the contest every day. No one I know
figured that a location already checked and signs posted, a private vehicle parked, no
one I know would have walked up to that truck and rummaged in the box of it. And
any contest where a person who worked next to the location of the 9 had found it so
quickly and easily would raise some questions about their knowledge of its location.
To satisfy the three tests that we considered important to ensure fairness and the spirit of a
fun radio promotion, we:
•

moved the “Missing 9” “outside” the MSS fence onto public property to avoid any
issues regarding trespass.

•

did not materially alter the location of the “Missing 9”—the location where the
“Missing 9” [was] satisfied all the clues to that point.

•

ensured that the same line of clues was continued to ensure continuity of the search
for those engaged in the promotion.

You talk of fairness of the contest. You have thousands of listeners looking for
something that was under lock and key until the last day of the contest. You have
people risking personal safety looking in areas for the 9 based on your clues given.
You move the nine to an outside location when it was presumed accessible by so
many who said so many times “I KNOW WHERE IT IS”, but was never available. You
did alter the location of the 9 by claiming it was locked away, then on the last day
moving it to someone’s vehicle. The clues pointed to many places and Metro Storage
already posted signs stating it wasn’t there. I have, as many others, examined the
clues and the explanations posted and in many emails to your station and personnel,
the clues appear to be manipulated to fit, and a lot of the clues are incorrect relating to
the truck/location. You speak of continuity. Your clues led people to specific
locations in the cities including Metro Storage, but as hard as your listeners searched
where they were so certain they had it, it was never accessible until October 6. To
make the contest fair from the beginning the 9, as we assumed, would have been
hidden in a location that anyone could have found it from day one whether by clues or
by chance. The only time the 9 was to be found was on Oct 6, so from October 5 back
to the start of the Missing 9 contest, it was never fair to those of us who searched for
it and played by your rules and respected your wishes.
To align with the clue connections, the “Missing 9” was not “in” the cab/passenger
compartment of the vehicle. Vandalism or damage to the vehicle was not an issue; the
“Missing 9” was outside, on the truck bed. The pick-up truck belonged to (and was used with
the permission of) an employee of Steele Communications/HITSFM - it was not “abandoned”.
The truck was parked at 6 am on the day Mr. [E.] located the “Missing 9” after we retrieved
the “Missing 9” from its hiding place in the MSS storage unit, just inside the fence. Signs on
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the truck were clues to validate to an astute follower of the promotion that they had indeed
come to the right place.
The clues you posted and played daily did not lead listeners to the box of someone’s
truck which was considered off-limits for privacy. The idea of the abandoned truck
was from your broadcast that morning live on the air with Randy Snow and [P. E.].
Randy asked him where he found the 9. He stated it was in a box under a broken table
in an abandoned truck at Metro Storage. I immediately questioned this with Hits as
how Mr. [E.] would assume, when no one else saw, that a fairly new Dodge Dakota
pickup truck, not damaged, not marked, with an up-to-date plate and a 2009 sticker on
the plate parked on a business lot would be abandoned by someone (unless he knew
more info on it). My idea of an abandoned truck/vehicle would not be close to that. If
a truck had been scrapped, left for weeks somewhere, might be abandoned, but not a
truck parked on a lot the way it was. When I questioned this, the statement by [P. E.]
had changed from an abandoned truck to a small grey truck, all done as appeared to
be same day but the broadcast tape of the live radio interview the morning he returned
it had changed. The claim was that no one at Hits knew the location of the 9, but an
employee of Hits drove their truck to the lot with the 9 in it. If the 9 was removed from
the locker and driven to the lot at 6am that morning, then the location of the 9 did
change. The video when examined doesn’t show the truck coming out of the gate. It
shows the pickup pulling on to the lot (the headlights show where it enters). Even if
the nine was in the box of the truck inside a box under a broken table, it would be a
violation of your wishes to look or rummage in the box of that truck. Your station
promoted respect of property through the contest and you place it in a private
vehicle’s box concealed in a box under a table. To open that box it was in, to
rummage through that box of the truck would be an invasion of privacy and a form of
vandalism to open that box. The sign on the back of the truck said “247 Snow
Removal” with the phone number ###-####. I need to know how this sign on that
truck was to lead listeners to “the right place”??? The sign appeared to me to be
professionally done. Being in NFLD, [it’s] not unusual to find someone advertising for
24/7 snow removal on their vehicle, and after some listeners investigated the number
(after the contest caused such an uproar) it was a number registered to Brad Michaels
from Hits FM. I saw the truck, saw the sign, and like so many thought nothing more
than someone’s truck with a sign on the gate advertising. To touch this vehicle would
be a violation of privacy.
Mr. [E.] completed the course of clues with absolutely no contact or help from us. He fairly
won the prize.
Had MSS not posted the sign on his property, the contest would have continued to the end
exactly as we had originally laid it out. However, even with the change necessitated by the
MSS posting of its “No Trespassing” sign, we are satisfied that every reasonable effort was
made and rational decision was taken to ensure fairness in the ultimate conclusion of this
promotion.
There is really no way to prove what Mr. [E.] knew or didn’t know. From your last
statement above, your intent with the missing 9 was to lock it inside the Metro Storage
locker until the contest ended. How were the listeners searching for the 9 supposed
to find it inside a locked storage unit. You call it a fair contest to have people looking
all over wasting time and money in search of an object that was inside a locked
building not accessible to [the] public. Your plan was to keep us looking until you
were ready to bring it out on the last day and do what with it? Or did you plan to give
someone entrance to the building to find it? Did you plan from the start to move it
from the locker to a private vehicle? Whatever your plan was, it still had your listeners
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looking for something never to be found until Oct 6. Metro Storage posted those
signs weeks before the contest ended and you continued to keep it in hiding, not
accessible to [the] public as you claim.
[CKIX-FM General Manager], I have repeated some things I, as well as a lot of others,
see wrong with the Missing 9 contest.
You and your station received many questions from people like me and never had the
common courtesy to respond to them.
You had 21 days to respond to this complaint and, as I thought, you wait until day 21
to respond.
The Missing 9 was never accessible for us to find regardless of where you claim it
was.
Your contest claimed no one at Hits knew the location. A video camera from Hits and
an employee of Hits were involved on the day of 6th, and you say that others knew the
location as well.
You asked people to respect privacy and rights and you place the Missing 9 in a
container in a pickup truck and expect people to find it because you put a sign on that
truck that we were supposed to know that it was the location of the 9?
You claim that Metro had no involvement in this. This a licensed, secured, bonded
company that I have asked before about storing some stuff. The person I spoke with
informed me that I could store nothing in their facility without a detailed list of what I
had. So how could you store something in their locker without their knowledge of
what it was?
Your broadcast of that morning changed on what Mr. [E.] called an abandoned truck
when questioned.
Your contest also said that City Honda was offering a 10,000 reward for the return of
the missing 9. I emailed City Honda and questioned their involvement with the contest
and was told by [the owner] that they had purchased advertising with Hits FM and DID
NOT offer the 10,000 reward, which was false advertising.
You changed your call sign to 9.1 Hits FM which is a violation of federal regulations.
Do I think the contest was fair from beginning to end based on what I have seen and
what you have given me as a response? NO, I don’t. The contest was set up as most
contests are, but yours has had a lot of listeners upset as to how it played out in the
end.

The station provided the CBSC with an additional explanation of the contest on
December 18:
99.1 CKIX-FM’s “Missing 9 Contest” was a scavenger hunt type contest in which clues were
provided on air to Contest participants throughout the Contest. The Contest was at all times
in full compliance with the requirements of all applicable regulations and laws.
The Contest was conducted based on a theme involving a storyline – namely, that the “9”
was an actual numeral taken from the Station sign, was “kidnapped”, with the “kidnapper”
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(whose part was played on air by a Newcap announcer) from time to time “seizing control” of
the Station’s broadcasting during short vignettes and who also purportedly “seized control” of
the Station’s website. The “kidnapper” demanded a $10,000 ransom for the return of the “9”.
The Contest conception involved the Station taking the position that, rather than paying the
ransom, it would pay a “reward” – actually, of course, the Contest prize – to whomever
located the missing “9” based on the “clues”.
In setting up the contest, the missing “9” was locked in a storage unit at Metro Self Storage in
St. John’s, Newfoundland in early September 2008 secretly, without involving or informing the
owner, management or staff of Metro Self Storage so as to preserve confidentiality. The
locker number and pass-code for entry to permit access to the storage facility were contained
with the “clues” given throughout the promotion. At no time during the promotion did Station
staff advise the owner or manager of Metro Self Storage that the “9” was on Metro Self
Storage premises. The location of the “9” was never disclosed to any of the staff at Metro
Self Storage or to [P. E.], who was the eventual winner of the prize, the Station having, of
course, recognized that it was of the utmost importance to keep the location of the “9”
confidential. Throughout the duration of the Contest, only Station management and staff with
a “need to know” had knowledge of the location of the “9”.
As noted, a series of daily clues was given to listeners to enable them to narrow the search
for the location of the “9”. These clues led some listeners to Metro Self Storage premises.
Without involvement of the Station, the manager of Metro Self Storage felt the need to protect
the privacy of his premises and customers, so he posted a “This is Private Property –
Violators will be Prosecuted” sign at the gate of Metro Self Storage indicating that Metro Self
Storage had no affiliation with the Contest. The manager explained all of this publicly after
the conclusion of the Contest, when questions arose and the public asked why the sign had
been posted.
The posting of the “No Trespassing” sign at Metro Self Storage posed unexpected challenges
for the Station’s staff responsible for administering the Contest, in that:
1.

It was necessary to avoid having contestants violate the newly posted privacy of
the Metro Self Storage location where the “9” was hidden;

2.

It was necessary to present the “9” at the location to which the clues already
pointed, in order to preserve the validity of the clues. In essence, this involved
ensuring the location of the “9” was not materially changed; and

3.

It was necessary to continue with the same line of clues such that a reasonable
person could narrow his or her search and locate the “9”.

The best available solution was to relocate the “9” outside (but not far from) the fence
protecting the Metro Self Storage premises.
On the morning of October 3, 2008, the “kidnapper” stated on air that “the ‘9’ is coming out of
hiding”. This comment was promoted/repeated on October 3 (which was a Friday) and
throughout the following weekend, thereby giving listeners proper notice that the “9” would be
“out of hiding”.
The Station had “clues” prepared for on-air delivery in the usual morning schedule for
Monday, October 6, 2008. Station staff felt that some persons who had been following the
clues would be in a position to piece everything together and locate the “9” on the morning of
October 6, 2008. In anticipation of a winner emerging on that date, and so as to be in the
position to share that moment with Station listeners on its website, a camera crew was set up
at Atlantic Home Furnishings, across the street from Metro Self Storage, to monitor activity, if
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any, at the site. The video caught the winner finding the missing “9”, the video, in edited
form, was posted to the Station website to provide an entertaining recap of the event for
listeners. While that video was edited for content and time, it represents a correct
representation of what occurred.
Shortly after 7:00 am on October 6, 2008, Mr. [E.] located the “9”. He had been following the
promotion and on hearing the first clue of October 6, 2008 at 7:00 am, he went to the location
he worked out from the clues and searched and found the missing “9” in a box on the open,
flatbed part of a truck parked in the area. Mr. [E.] was not provided with any clues or
consideration not afforded to all listeners.
The “9” had been moved from the storage shed within the Metro Self Storage fenced area
outside the fence, into the open (i.e. no cap or box) pickup truck, so as to avoid issues as to
trespassing on Metro Self Storage property, with the truck parked in the appropriate area to
ensure continuity with past clues. The location in the open truck bed was to ensure that no
issues arose as to vandalism or damage to the vehicle, which, in any event, belonged to an
employee of the Station. The vehicle was parked at the location at which the “9” was found
at 6:00 am on October 6, 2008, after the “9” was retrieved from its storage shed and signs
were placed on the truck as clues to validate to an astute listener that he or she had arrived
at the correct location.
Thus, it was necessary during the contest to change the location of the “9” and this was done
in a way so as to preserve the validity of the contest and the continuity of the clues and to
avoid the posted “No Trespassing” signage which created the issues described above.
To summarize, there has been full compliance with all applicable laws as all required
information in respect of the Contest and chances of winning were appropriately made
known, the distribution of prizes was not unduly delayed and the prize was distributed on one
of the mandated bases, namely, on the basis of skill (i.e. in following the clues and locating
the missing “9”).
Further,
All contest rules were provided as part of the contest set-up already described, involving, as
previously noted, the contest conception of the “9” having been kidnapped for ransom. The
rules, which should have been clearly evident to everyone concerned from the relevant
broadcast clues and related data, were that a $10,000 prize would be paid to the person who
located the missing “9” based on the clues provided. Particulars of the information broadcast
are provided with the materials accompanying this letter, as below.
Included with this letter, we are sending 7 copies of the same package each containing:
A DVD with 3 videos:
- the unedited footage of the morning the 9 was found.
- the video re-cap of the 9 being found which we had posted to our website.
- the 30 sec TV commercial we ran during the promotion (which ran at Empire Theatres).
Highlighted the bullet point of the promotion to the public.
A CD with:
- 8 promos broadcast on the station during the promotion.
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- examples of how we promoted the missing 9 thru announcer talk sets and callers.
- all clues from October 3rd, where 4 of the 5 indicate from the character of the abductor the 9
was coming out of hiding.
Scripts:
Scripts for the 8 promos that ran during the promotion so the adjudicators can follow along
with the audio from the promos on the CD.
If there is any further information you require, please contact me or [CKIX-FM Assistant
Program Director] at Steele Communications (Newcap Radio Inc.).

